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THE HELENE WURLITZER FOUNDATION
NEWMEXIqO QUARTERLY 'POETRY
AND SHORT STORY
AwARDS EOR 1966-67
POETRY AWARD., The Helene Wurlitzer Found~tion of NevV' Mexico
announces an award of fifty dollars for the best poem appearing in New .
Mexico Quarterly to
\ .
.'
PHILIP LEGLER, for A Christmas Story
which was publish,ed in tl!e Wipter 1966-67 issue.

HO~ORi\BLE MENTIONS for poetry are: Keith Wilson for his po~m
The Lake Above Santos, which appeared in Spring 1966; Alan ,Stephens
for his~po.em The Three Sis~ers, which. appeared in ~he Winter i96~
issue; and Donald F. ~n~mmond for ;his poem, Gannett Peak, Wyoniing,
printed.in the Summer 1966 issue.
.
Judges for tlJe Poetry Award were: Winfield Townley Sc,?tt, poet, Santa
, " Fe; Gene Frumkin, Lecturer in the Department of English, University o{
New Mexico; and the st~ff of New Mexico Quarte~ly~
SHORT STORY AWARD. The Helene WurlitZer Foundation of New
M:exico announces an award of fifty dollars for the best short story :app~r·
ing in New Mexico Quarterly to:
~

•

~

1

~

•

ERNEST J. G.AINES, for My Grandpa 31]d the Haint
which appeared in the, Summer 1966 issue.
,HONORABLE MENTIONS for short stories are: Pat M. Esslinger for
El Santa, published in the Win~er 1966-67 issue; Barry Smith for The Trap,
which appeared in the Spring 1966 issue; and Tom Mayer for A Cold
Wind, printed in the Summer 1966 issue of New Mexico Quarterly:
.
Judges for the Short Story Award were:' William J. WiegaNd, Professor
of .English and director of the' :writing program at San Francisco State
College; George Arms, Professor of English at UNM; and' the staff of New
Mexico Quarterly.
i5

Thirty-two poems and eight short stories, which were published in the
Spring, Bummer, ,Autumn,. and Winter 1966-67 issues of New Mexico
Quarterly, were conside,red for the awards.
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Toward a Theory of the- Humanities
BY FRANCIS M. MYERS

OUT OF A MUtTITUDE of statements about tbehumanities, the
idea that they are separate from the sciences, if not opposed to them, .
I. is one of the few that is expressed with seeming clarity. This idea: is
really far from clear, but it is only when we try to learn wljat it is that
is thus distinct from the sciences that we begin'to realize%ow much
confusion we have bogged into.
~
There is ~oqjusion about what characterizes the huma~ities, both
in :contenf and as a discipline. There is vagueness .and uncertainty
about the nature of the contribution, if any, that the humanities do
make, or can make, either to the academic community or'to the wider
world of human affairs. It\is even hard to find a clear; explanation of
why there'is so much confusion.
The humanities have been known as humane studies, presumably
to distinguish them, on the one hand, from divine stuaies and, on
the. other, from the "natural" sciences. But this approach is ~egative
and unclear, especially since many intellectual disciplines today are
regarded as being neither '~divine" nbr "natural" nor "humane." People indiCated the main traditi()nal role of the humalliti~s more Clearly
and positively when th~y referred to them as "polite lea~ing." From
the time of the humanitas of Cicero to our own day, the humanitieS'
have beeR the arts of gentility, the disciplines basic to the training
of gentlemen. For gentlemen should be prominent in government,
entertaining in the display of learni!1g, and skilled in lovemaking.
Gentility in all of these is marked by graceful speaking and writing.
But as the traditional social hierarchies have disintegrated, as even
status, to modify Sir Henry Maine's famous phrase, becomes established by contract, so has the traditional role of the humanities beco~e vague and dubious.
As~. polite learning declined in importance and in clarity of role,
what I may here call unpolished, or even uncouth, learning increased

I

.

,
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in value. Science and the ~PJ?lied arts have grown in prestige at the
same time that they have helped dissolve the substance of traditional
, status, and they have done so, in both cases, because they have produc,ed demonstrable knowledge and "practical" results. (For better
or \\(orse, those persons who h~ve' repQ~ted such knowledge and resqlts have increasipgly {:ome to do so in prose that was indifferent,
or bad,' without losing preferment.) The "new learning" was also
humane in expanding the scope of human experience, both in content and in regard to the numbers who were affected by it.
,As if such developments as these were not enough to blur the nature of the humanities in their traditional role, they also become
S'Ilarled in the conflict between religion and science. At first, in the
Renaissance, humanists worked as an independent secular force. But
many humanists, though secular, were dis'turbed by the impact of
the new sciences, and especially by the Ipecha~istic ideas associated
with them and by their technical applications. As' those humanists
and o.thers Wrestled with the changing ideas, 'they helped to extend
the conflict of religion with science into the secular dichotomies of
morality and science, value and fact, emotio~ and reason, a,nd subjectivity and objectivity. Humanists tended in time to identify themselves with the first term in each of the dichotomies, so that in our
own day we are inclined to.take for granted that the humanities and
the sciences are, if not opposed, at least segregated from each other.
In short, the traditional view of. the humanities as, polite learning
has disintegrated, at the same time that the sciences have, in one sense
or ,another, come to claim humane value; but this problem, which
is troublesome enough, has got mixed up with the conflict of science
. and religion, along with historically reJated dichotomies, to such a
point that it· is .now ~a.rd even to identify the humanities.
I
I am really not sure how J;Ilany:people in or out of our, colleges arid'
universities. care what the ,humanities are, or what they do, or what
may become of them. But ther are people, occasionally, who try to
loeate the humanities here or-fuere, and, all of this must have some
b'earing on those college curricula that continue to list some programs
as humanities. One of the ironies is that there are still writers who
try to 'identify the humanities, which had a long secular history, in a
loosely ecclesiastical fashion, as the study of the Christian tradition,
or the Judeo-ChristiaJ! tra?ition, or the Greco-Judeo-Christian tradi-
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tion. A more secular 'and cosmopolitan variation on ·this effort has
been to identify the humanities wifh the, study of values, as though
values and the study of them could somehow be s~parated from
other aspects of human' experience~Although this sort of approach
is not very promising to ,begin with, many peopl~ have, heroicallY1
tried to carry it still further-by trying to locate values in subjective .
experience, which they usually interpret in terms of emotion. In
its classical interprctations, subjectivity' is ~ "mental" domain which,
by ~efinition, is inaccessib~e to ppblic inquiry. Thus the idea th~t
subjectivity is manifested
art and literature implies the impossibility of the classical nohon of subjectivity, or that notion.implies
the impossibility of th~ manifestations. In general, then, the effort
to define the humanities in terms of.some traditiona,lly p~ilosophic
subject matter has not been fruitful.
.
Efforts to define the, humanities with reference to traditiopal academic divisions have encountered other difficulties. The practi~l~'
. instruction of languages is increasingly transformed by techniques of
learnjng that have little~to do with the older teaching of grammar and
lit~rature, while linguistic theory is- coming to draw heavily upon the
social sciences' and mathematics. Philosophy in the United States,
under the influence of the doctrines of linguistic analysis, would seem
to be returning to the earlier humanistic concern for grammar and
syntax, and yet, if it,is becoming more academically genteel, it also
seems. to be less humane. The rapid development of -matheinatical
logic has '9:0 some extent liberated logic, tJAough in untraditio~ally.
humanistic diret;:tions, while in other respects it threatens to substitute -.
for the Socrati~ ideal of the philo~opher as a midwife to intellectual'
, creativity, the role of the logician as midwife to a computer. History
con'tinues to be tom, in large measure, between the shopworn stereotypes'of "art" and "science," with much of its workaday instruction
dominated by the idea of sciences as the heaping-up of facts. As for
the arts, broadly interpreted, they are commonly taught in our schools
~s forms of vocational instruCtion, not differing in principle from: other
"applied arts."
Everything I have said is oversimplification. Yet it'is close enough "
to what has happened to the humanities to illustrate their pr~sent
state of confusion. And the confusion is nowhere better shown than
by the ways in which, in our colieges and universities, we define the
humanities by exclusion and. administrative accident.- After the physical, biological and soci~l sciences, and other still newer academic dis-

in
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ciplines, have staked ~>ut their territories, we erect the' sign reading
Hu~manities over whatever is left. ~
,

'".

,
II.
.
, M own' aim in this essay is 'modest: I hope to make some sense
out of some of our current academic divisions of labor, and to do so
with reference to human experience, mo~e or less independently of
our institutional divisions and subdivisions of it. If my incipient ~heory
is substantia~ly corr~ct, and if it were to be accepted, it could be us~d
to modify, say, our curricular structures. But this is unlikely to happen,
no matter how good the theory may be, and it may not be necessary.
Institutional s,tructures are always, and properly, respon~ive to local'
problems 'and pressures. Yet a reasonably clear and adequate theory
may help us better to' understand what is going on, even with many
variations.
I 'hope to define the 'humanities in a way that does no unnecessary
violence either to older usages ot to current academic practices. I
should like to include those li'sages and practices, so far as possible,
within a simpler, clearer and more comprehensive framework of interpretation than the ones that we presently have before us.
The humanities, 'then, are the historical and philosophical, or criti·
cal, study of the pervasive and cdntinuing meanings in human experience.l;;Iistory, in this sense, is primarily the search for temporal
perspective', on human en'deavor and it.is involved in some degree in
niost of the things that we do. A physician gets a patient's history
as one of the first steps toward a medical diagnosis. A parent who tells
a family story over and over again to a child is helping him to get his
own sense of contin\!ity in ,the process of living. Similarly, each per~
son makes some criticism or &Valuation of events, reports, and ideas.
The patient appraises the work of his physician, and the child comes
to judge the veracity of the family stories. Insofar as these evaluations
are limited in scope, they are what I am calling criticism, and insofar
as a person goes beyond appraising this or that and makes a more
general interpretation and evaluation o~: his wor~ his fellow men,
am;! himself, he is philosophizing.
.
Each of us is in some fashion and to some degree interpreting,
evaluating, and looking for perspective on himself and on the world
in which he finds himself; and he is working with meanings in the
process. These meanings are embodied in verbal and nonverbal sym-
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boIs and they set the form, tone" and direction of human experience
in a given time and place.
.
'
The humanist finds the meanings that are his materials .for investigation in both the arts (broadly understood to incluCIe literature). and
the sciences. He can do so because the 'arts and the sciences, different
as they may be, 'are much more alike than is generally. recognized.
Both artists, and scientists use objective physical materials-materials
that are publicly accessible and examinable: wood, stone, metal, colors, lines and marks. Out of. these materials they shape and join public
symbols into'the communication of meanings, thus providing the
objective intellectual materials of'the arts, the sciences, and ,the hum~nities. The meanings. conveyed by any group of these symbols
originate in part in imaginative privacy; but they also originate in the'
wider context of those objectively functioning meanings of human
experience that make the' p~ivate imagination possible. Once born, or
reborn, the symbols work OBjectively to shape and direct the course
of further experience.
In addition to the creation and communication of meani~gs, artists
and scientists are also engaged in evaluating the relevance" importance,
and validity of their diverse materials and tools and' th~ir uses. They
pro~eed rationally in that they employ discipline~ competence, critical
choice of alternatives, and intelligent testing of methods and results.
Both are rational, also, insofar as they serve to enlarge the scope of
experience a~d to increase the precision and compet~nce with which
we understand experience and work with it.
,., ,
...... The arts and sciences, it is true, dre marly things ano they differ
in many ways. Yet they are alike in being rational ways' of wbrking
with objective materials in creating, .communicating, and testing
meanings. They spring from, com'mon human experience and involve
methods that have significantly commonc~~iattefislics, howe,ver
much they differ in detail.
,.' ...::: .:/ '
,'
Rather than being mutual~·exolusive'15dQmai:g.so.flife,'the arts apd~,
the sciences represent a diviSftru' of.labot.,deve!oped to interpret experience for divergent purposes~:ffley differ il\JlJ.at the signific:inc.e
of what the artist d~s is general and' personal-tli~ is'to say, his prod- '
uct pertains to many people but to each inthe vivj~ i~medjacy of his
experience; whereas the product of the scientist's inquiry is general
and comparatively impersonal-it abstracts from the immediate richness of experience. 'The artist seeks' to probe,' intensify, illuminate, .

••
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and celebrate the experiences of individual men and women; the sci.
entist-in the restricted sense-seeks to abstract from that concrete
im'med~acy in order to gain maximum generality of ideas and maxi-'
mum control of events regardless of the individual characteristics of
the persons engaged in the process.
But it is worth repeating that the obvious fact that the arts and
the sciences differ. does not ~ean that they are, or should be, segregated. A scientist -is a poor one indeed if he does not find his own
inquiries enhanced by esthetic sensitivity· and creativity, ·and if he
does nof find them to be intimately meaningful. The better a scientist is the more he is likely to find that his work is immediately and
meaningfully rewarding, and that its meanings e~tend throughout
the areas of living. On the other hand, the method for testJng iqeas
that is precisely developed in. the sciences is also, with appropriate
modifications, basic to tl;le artistic process. The established sc;iences
are usually identified by' subject matter, as physical, biological, and
social' sciences. Sometimes they are defined in terms of quantitative
measurement. But in their most general function, and without restrie, tion to established forms, the. sciences are distinguished by the rigorous
application of the method of criticizing alternative ideas and of test·.
. ing them by the best available public data. This is the way we get
whatever public knowledge we have.

.

III .

I have been arguing, in short, that the arts and the sciences are
different but related aspects of any meaningful and creative endeavor.
Each is present in the other, and the distinctive. role of the humanities grows out of. both. The arts are the interpretive re-creation and
communication of significant human experience. The sciences are
the rigorous application of our best tests of truth. And the humanities
are the historical and philosophiCal study of the meanings;especially
as they arise from the art~ and the sciences, that. give form and direetioij. t.o humalJ, experience. But what of it? Even if I have_succeeded
in formulating a theory of the humanities that is simpler and more
coherent thaJ;,1 others, why should anyone pay it more attention than,
pJrI1aps, an appreciative nod?
.
.I would suggest two applications of this theory. 'One lias to do with
f,6rmal ejucation, especially ~t the higher lev~ls. For the humanities
are the intellectuatly centnrl discipline in the educational process;
and their place follows from their function, not from their name; traJ

?
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clition, status, or administrative arrangement. It makes no, greafdif· ..
ference where humanists are located administratively or how th'ey.are·-;-"
officially classified. What is important is -that all participants in formal
education' recognize the need for historical and philosophical understanding of the meanings inherent in any particular area of learning.
.It is perhaps because literary studies have fused perspective and
critical judgment so elegantly that they have had special acceptance
as humanities. The .history and criticism of musicilnd of the visual
arts are more recent,'::'1>ilt' no less hum'anistic. And the same principle,
abstractly simple as.it may be, carries over to tlte history and philosophy of religion, of law, of physics, or of any other, division of the
curriculum. Oftentimes it is archaeologists, anthropologists, sociologists, botanists, physiologists, linguists, nonacaclemic journalists or
,errant ama~eurs who teach us the importance of such studies. But the
principle remains the saine. And what applies to any particular study
:'applies also to the educational process as a whole-namely, that it is'
, the job of the humaJ;listic disciplines, whether or not the officially
designated humanists carry it out,'to evaluate and to gain perspective
.on the relations among the several disciplines' and with regard to the
whole on-going enterprise.
There is another application which is less acadeII;lic. Humanists
could address themselves' more than they do to som-e of our more
urgent problems. I have no cfesire to deprecate the larg~ number of.
valuable studies that humanists are carrying out with regard to subjects both ancient and modem, or to confuse humanistic studies with
social action. I want only to suggest that more humanists than do so
at pre~nt could focus their historical and critical capa~ities on meanings that ar~ decisive for living men and women.
Although I have remarked that it does not make a great deal of
differ~nce who performs the work of the huplanities as long as the
job is'done, professional humanists should not be complacent to let
so much of their work be done by others. Take, for example, one of
the most pressing of contemporary problems-the modern city. The
main humanistic studies of the 'city Py a North American have been
the work\ of Lewis Mumford, who is pot an academician. City planners struggle against assor ed intere~ts to introduce some intelligibility into the expansion f our c~ties. Occasional architects work
against overwhelming odds
see ~ house as more than an isolated
unit. Sociologists continue to s .dy tirban developments in ways that
sometimes illuminate our. patterns of living and meaning. Profes-
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sional humanists seem disproportionately to save themselves for purer
pursuits.
I .
Yet in the effort to cope with stich concrete problems we T;llay see
how gratuitous are the abstract problems posed by the shopworn dIchotomies-fact and value, reason and emotion, objectivity and subjectivity, and the like-that I mentioned earlier. Intellectual wholeness
is most evident in collaborative effort where special skills function as
.. divisions of labor without regard for academic compartments. We can
then see more clearly, perhaps, that dis~nctions between objectivity
. and subjectivity, for example, do not. refer to separate entities but to
somthing closer 'to the distinction between the right hand and the
left hand. In a relevant concern for concrete problems, besides, a
humanist-without diminishing his position in the republic of letters
or the comnmnity of scholars-can distinguish himself as a member
. of the human community.

IV
,But in these last remarks I am trying to open neglected possibilities, rather than to issue a call to m~unt the pulpit or the barricades.
_,Although humanists may gain stimulus and material from concrete
·problems, their 1?asic concern for cOIpprehensive perspective and
judgment requires an attention that is at once more intimate and
more distant than academic' performance or social action. Robert Penn
Warren makes a valuable statement about the humanities, without
namipg them, in All the King's Men. 'The narrator of the story is
named, significantly, Jack Burden. Also significantly, he is both a historian and a newspaper reporter. Near the end of the novel he relates
a conversation with the woman who is later to be his wife. "I tried
to tell her," he says, "how if you could not accept the past and its
burdent)lere was no future, for without the one there cannot be the
other, arid how if you could accept the past you might hope for the
future, for only out of the past can you make the future."
I would add to thi§ that our views of the past and our ideas about
tile future are imporfant because they help to illuminate the present.
They help us to see that we are dependent on our predecessors in the
\ humant quest for whaf we are and for what we can attain, and to see
,at the'same time that we ourselves are responsible, though not wholly
responsible, for the outcome of that quest. A clearer view of our spatial' and temporal setting, of the dreams, failures,and achievements
'of others, may help us to see ourselves more clearly and honestly, to
~

,.
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see the goad, the cO,mmonplace, and the bad for what they are, and
to accept our honest failures without guilt and our accomplishments
without false pride.
.
.
.
,
1 Most humanists, like most of the rest of us, are content to reaffirm
those meanings which already pervade tbe community. But there are
humanists who, in the company of equally creative artists and scientists, explore the ~tiers of hU91an experience and'push beyond the
established modes o~xperience to open up new ways of thinking and
perceiving. Humanists who work toward fresh insight and comprehension help us to understand our dependence on the traditions of
mankind and our responsibility to evaluate and modify those traditions so that they become more adequate than they now are to the
tasks of living. With the aid of such humanists we can also become
more alert to the areas of experience that we bypass when we stick'
to eStablished paths, more sensitive to those qualities of experience
that tend to slip aWay from .us, more creatively responsive to the unexpected, and more understanding of all of these in their conti.nuity'.

'FRAN~IS M. MYERS, professQr of 'philosophy at Denver University, r.eceived his Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin. He' has .published a
book, The Warfare of Democratic Ideals, and js currently working on a
vQlume of essays dealing with reas0I:l and fr~dom. He spent a number of
years in Peru as a Fulbright scholar, and has also lived in Mexico.

1
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The -Earring
BY MORRIS FREEDMAN-

.

THEY left her apartment early and drove out of the city, past the
j'agged line of motel signs, the tourist and pancake shops, the empty
flat real-estate lots, the car and trailer lots, the outdoor movie with
the' screen' that looked like an airstrip tilted up. The road looped
through the canyon. The boulders flashed by with assaulting legends
painted sloppily by fraternity boys and religious fanatics: "God
Saves," "Pi Kappa Alpha."
,
aWWhere
in the sky.
"You know," she said. "There's not a cloud
. - Oh, yes, there, aqsmall one."
;.
"We turn soon," he said, "and then we wind steadily up through
the forest until we reach the green flatland on the top."
.
"I hatethe heat down here. It dries my hair and lips.""1 love it here. I breathe."
"Ah," she said.
She was wearing her hair bouffant, carefully patted at every spot
where it might have gone its owp way. On her lips were three layers
of lipstick of different colors'; he had watched her applying them.
With her hair unkempt, her mouth unlipsticked" her eyes unshadowed,
her face had a wide ra~e of mea~ing. A smile included her cheeks and
eyes. Made-up, she ~ooked hallghty, wise, knowing, somewhat em·
balmed; with a distant mysteriousness.
"We're in the national forest now," lie said. "Where they cut the
Christmas trees. From now until we swing back, we'll probably see
very few people, few houses. The gas should last us though."
"I must understand what's going on with me," she said. "And I
must go a w a y . " .
"No mqre tha~ I must stay," he said. "You understand I can't pull
up and chase around aft,er you." He stopped: "That's not what I mean,
. chase.. I mean just follow you around." He stopped again. "That's
still not right." .
<

,

'
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"Of course," she said. "But I'm not jealous any more. Which I'm
glad about. The turquoise," she said, glancing at her wrist, "looks like
the sky. I love this bracelet. I love the nice thi\1gs I have."
"When you're East/, he said, "don't fail to go to t4e museums.
Just look ~t one or two~things, or maybe just a room. Go back several
tim~s. Cleveland has i( repertory theater and a symphony. It's suppqsed to be quite humfd,too. I've not been there."
,
"Oh, how I'd love it. I flourish in humidity. My hair is shiny, and
my skin smooth.- You' must ~ome to see me' in Clev~land. If I go
there. I've never been anywhere for any period."
"Ab," he said.
She laughed briefly. "You're making fun of me."
A meadowlark trill~d outside the window. Two palomino horses
along a bat:bed-wire fence: one ,uddenly heaved and kicked his hind
legs at the other, who ~irc~ed; shook his mane, came back, and stroked
his nose agai~stthe first. .
/lOf course, I don't know where I'll be. I may never get to Cleveland.
New York frightens me. I may never do anything.'
/lHave you ever talked with Johnny of this? What do you talk
about with him?"
~
"I lust after Johnny. There's no talk, no talk at all. He poses all the
time....He knows what Will catch my eye and hold it." She laughed and
cut,the laugh short. "He caught me."
.
"I wonder how you think about me, thought about me. What do
you say about me?" .
She turned and laid her hand on his forearm. "Oh, dear, dear, that's
the trouble I suppose. I don't think about you, I mean, I h~en't
figured but where I am with you. I take it that things will just go on
with us somehow. You're always there."
"But you said plainly it was all over. Just those wor~s. You.:w~ren't
my enemy, you said. It was just finished."
"Oh, that was because of Johnny. Is because of Johnny." She crossedI her arms, her hands in white gloves. She looked out the window framing dim blue mountains maybe a hunqred, miles away. "You:ve dismissed me, too. You've cast me off. Oh, please, let's not go over all .
ofit again. We get nowhere. We say nothing. You're driving very,
jerkily."
"It's the road," he said:
, "I'm feeling seasick.",
"We can never finish a point," he said.
l1
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"No," she said. "We can't; You ha¥e to take Nelly to the ballet
lesson at half-past three, you have to take Jimmy to the baseball game
at. half-past seven, you have to take them all out to dinner at twenty
to eight. You live by the clock. You have deadlines, agendas, an assembly line of things to do. You're always twisting your wrist, raising
your jacket, to look at the time. Things have to happen on a day in.a .
month at a time."
"What else can I do now? I put a line thro~gh everything. on the'
agenda. I was ready to do anything that had to be done. I know I live
by the clock. It doesn't make me happy."
,.
"The timing was silly," she said. "You asked me at a bad time. I
must learn what Johimy means to me, what all the Johnnies mean,
these boys who study themselves in mirrors, study themselves in advertisements and movies, then just crook their finger and I came to
theJIl. All my glands start flowing. Until I find out why I always, '
always, go, I'll not be able to do anything." She paused. "The, clock
l.
/J> was all right when we first met. I didn't expect anything else then."
"At least we can be honest now," he said, "which is some good."
"Yes," she said. "And I suppos,e no matter how much time we had,
a million years, wcfd always feel there was something left unsaid. All
our meetings dangle unfinished. That's good really."
He reached out his hand and s1}etook it in both of hers.
The landscape was open now, the road rose and fell and went
througlf slight curves but was no longer winding. They passed through
three villages. The adobe houses with pitched tin roofs sat back from
the highway any which 'way, roofs and walls tilting. On the porch on
one small house, two white goats lay next to one another, their heads
turning, their beards bobbing. Some of the houses w~re hollow, with·
out roofs, abandoned. A long box-like school was letting out, a yellow
school bus standing by, th~ air filled with shrill yells and with la1lghter.
,.
. ('Look at that range," he said, "rising out of the 'land and bulging ,
with the little hills. It turns blue and purple, sometimes red, before I
the SOn goes down."
"I see these things," she said, llyou don't have to tell me to look."
"Are you still sea&ick? The road is·better."
"Nc;>. You'redriving much'more smoothly now. You're not up~et."
He smiled. uThis has been a strange year."
"Yes," she said. "I was just thinking that. I've 'grown older, I think
I Jook more my ag~.. I'm more serene. I have more confidence. At least,!
I like to think I have. Funny words to use, like in a case report."
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, "Yes~ I think you have. Matured, I mean. But you've never really
been immature. Or'even young: I think maybe I resented that most. ..
Your talking to me as thougb,I had taken you for a c1}ild. You're not
alittle girl, and I'm not a litt~ boy."
.
.
"I'm sorry," she-murmured and touoheq his arm.
"I thought before I met you I would never feel again. Literally. I
played games only."
"Yes, you did. But I did too, I guess. What I wanted so much was
•
just friendship, and I gave anything-for that."
.
"Now I suppose I'll not .ever play again. But I don't know. what I'll

do."

'

"Maybe you'll fall in love again."
Hetumed to look at her. "Again? Again. I'm not out of it."
"I mean, at home."
"Oh, at home. Yes. That's a P9ssibility. I'm trying."
"So you'll be able to throw mel away again," she said.
They drove in silence until they came to the~tate ffironument. It
rose suddenly on the undulating land, standing.like a Scottish castle
out of Ivanhoe aga~nst the sky, massive, assertive. The land was empty
of people or animals, but was black-green with juniper and pinon and
tufts of wild grass. Along an arroyo, in the distance,cottonwoocls
coruscated in the wind, the leaves turning and turning like coins. Birds
darted swiftly about, calling and cackling.
They parked at the picnic p~vilion, their car the only one, and
walked across the path, overgrown with weeds, some still green, some
already dry and like 'wood and full of stickers. Worms and caterpillars
crawled on the path before them.
./
,"Oh my," she said, "it is huge. It does look like a castle."
'. /
-"You know, it's an amazing ruin. Those two square towers ris~
and narrowing ever so slightly."
The old mission church had been buH of flat red rocks laid 9ne on
top of another, the walls four to five f et thick, broadening' at the
comers to perhaps ten or twelve feet. The top was open, The~alls rose.
solidly with only bne window, slanted b ck in, on one side; the other
side, which may have once had a,windo ,was in irregylar, low ruins.
The nave rose solidly for about forty feet;surrounded-pY walls of about
the same height. Near the top, the walls had holes{ prob?bly for the
vigas, the logs, which once had held the roof!long the bottom,
the mud plaster could still be seen.)n patches jer the layers of rocks,
not yet eroded.
"
,
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. They stopped in the center, facing the nave, which was empty, but
demanding attention. It was quiet, the wind and birdcalls gone. Some
, flies buzzed. Between the >fl~t stones on the ground, grass grew, Some
clumps with little purple flowers. They said nothing, turning around
slowly, and ~uddenly she reached up and put one arm around him.
Their faces touched lightly. He kissed her neck. :
~Tm so glad you brought me here," she whispered.
.
"Come," he said, "let's look at the labyrint~ He took her hand.
and .they _went th~ough a side opening, covered by thick ha~d-hewn·
logs, into a· series of passageways off which were rooms of various
sizes, these leading into other rooms, no roofs, some corridors coming
to a dead e~d, the ground covered with weeds ~nd worms. Outside
the series of rooms a"'rock-lined pit was hollowed into the ground. It
had an opening at one end, a kind of chimney.
"Looks like a kivar" she said.
A crushed Pepsi-Cola can- lay in the middle. "A highly advanced
people," he said. She smiled thinly.
;
"Listen to that creaking windmill," she said.
Once he said to her, "Watch out for the tumbleweed."
"As an old Southwesterner," she answered, "I can tell you with .
authority that's not tu~bleweed."
.
"What is it?"
,
"I don't kn9w." She laughed with sudden openness.
They made their way back slowly to the car. ,She got into the front
seat and looked into the mirror to fix her face. She felt her ear, and
called out in panic. "My earring. My earring's gone. I didn't put on
only one, did I?"
'"
. "No," he said, "I just noticed them, a moment ago. I think I did."
Much 'earl~er he saw that she was wearing the turquoise necklace to go
with .the bracelet, and the intricately worked silver and _turquoise
earrings. "You know, maybe it fell off when we,"touched."
4
"Gh, it_mJ.!~t have, let's go back. I must ~nd it. We can't leave
without iCY' , .
The sun had moved somewhat and no longer threw its light directly
in\£> the ruin. It~was colder and quieter inside. They moved about
irregularly, studying the ground, slowly approaching the spot where
• they had embraced. "I'm sort of afraid to come too close," she said7
"I'm afraid I won't see the earring."
"If you dropped it in the labyrinth there, we'll never find it. I
wouldn't know how to retrace our steps." .
f·
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,
"Oh my," sh said, her hand on her face, HI think it would be worth
it to look unf we found it. However long it took. Even to come back
'
tomorrow. "
Then-suddenly, he saw the earring in a clump of grass with little
flowers. "Here," he called out. HHere it is." Even before he could put
it in her hand, she had thr(l)wn her arms fiercely and tightly about him,
saying nothing, rubbing her cheek on his, moaning a little.
If was bad driving' back. Orice she said, HYou're driving wildly.
We'll get there. I know you have to go out to dinner.':
." For a number of years director of creative w~ting and general honors
programs at UNM, MORRIS FREEDMAN is currently a· professor of English
at the University of Maryland. His essays and 'fiction have appeared in
Commentary, Harper's, New Republic, American Scholar, and New Yorker, and he has written bpoks on prose stYle and, the drama.
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Las Trampas
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AT THE VILLAGE-of Santo Tomas del Rio de las Trampas, thirty.
five miles by air north and east of the New Mexico state capitol
buildings at Santa Fe, death is personified as a hooded skeleton. She!
ddes a cart with high wooden wheels and is known with familiarity,
and even affection, as Dona Sebastiana. Except during Holy Week,
Dona Sebastiana remains parked in a small, iron-roofed structure adjoining the northeast corner of the Church of San Jose de Gracia.
Th~ building is the morada of the village Penitente Brotherhood. For
many generations Dona Sebastiana and her cart have been taken from
tliis lodging. on Good Friday and pulled by two of the Brothers of
the Light in procession around the village plaza. She holds in her
bony hands a drawn bow an<;k. according to legend, will release her
arrow if the cart passes an umepentant sinn~r..
Dona Sebastiana is a product of the Middle Ages, a mixture of
the "little sister Death" of S~. Francis of Assisi and of the preoccupation of medieval Europe with penitence and dissolution. She is an
anachronism in the twentieth century and remains very much at home
among the, Trampasenos
only because this little settlement in the
t
Sangre de Cristo Mountains of New Mexico is still closer to the Age
.of Faith than to the Age of Reason.
" Until relatively re,ce~t tiInes this was true of all of the SpanishColonial settlements in the mountains named for the Blood of
C~rist. They were the last and most distant outposts flung out by
a dying Spanish empire. And while their physical link with the world I
was the riJky t:wo-thousand-mile road to Mexico City, their more vital !
link was with the Spain of Cervantes, Lope de Vega and Calder6n,
of mystics; saints and conquistadores, a Spain which had ceased to
exist before they were founded.
For the settlements in the richer low valleys, the M~ddle Ages ended
abruptly after the United States occupied New Mexico in 1847. The
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change was slower for the poorer high ~illages, coming 4'nly when
they were connected to the present with well-traveled roads. These
brought with them bars, gasoline pumps, motels, tourist shops and'
some small relief from traditional poverty. At LasJrrnmpas, neither
the past nor the poverty has yet been affected by asphalt pavement.
The village in the high valley of the Rio de Las Trampas has always
been an out-of-the-way place. It was bypassed as thoroughly by the
•eighteerith and nineteenth centuries as it is by the twentieth. When
itwas establish~d in 1751 it was on EI Camino Alto, the "high road"
between the Spanish capitol at Santa Fe and..the northernmost outpost of colonial bureaucraGY at Alcaldia de Taos. This road was a .
'poor detour linking the mi~sion churc~ at-the big, and often troublesom , Picuris Indian pueblo and a scattering of impoverished :highcoun settlements. It was rough and slow and often closed by winter
sows. It was also dangerous. Comanche raiding parties, crossing the
ountain passes from the buffalo plains of eastern New Mexico to
collect cattle, scalps and slaves from the Spanish and their Pueblo
India~ allies, could and' did ambush this rQute with-~ of
pursUIt.
The concern for Indians along the Camino Alto was a principal .
reason Las Trampas was settled. Only a few years earlier a Comanche
war party h~d moved through Palo Flechado Pass to the north, besieged and captured a fortified rancho, killed its thirteen male defenders, and carried away more than sixty womell and'children. Their
raids at Picuris, just nine miles north of Las Trampas, had become
so frequent and daring that the settlers tore down their church and
I rebuilt it at a more defensible location. A village at Las Trampas
W~Uld'
. t least in theory, impede one route for marauders crossing
the Sa e de Cristo range to loot the Santa Cruz Valley below.
. Mo of this valley was owned by Captain Sebastian Martin Serrano,
a ted swordsman, who had been granted his vast holdings in 1712
by King Phillip V as a reward for his exploits as an Indian fighter. By
mid-century, the Captain ~ old and ready to~.eave the fighting to
others. He granted land in the high Las Trampas, Ojo Sarco and de
los Alamos valleY$ for a new settlement pnd arrangements were made
by Gov~rnor Velez Cachupin for an additional royal grant of 46,000
acres to give the community wood-cutting and grazing land.
In the context of the times "the grant must not have seemed partic;:ularlyattractive. In the 1750 census the population of the vast province.
of Nuevo Mexico had been tallied at some 4,200 "gentes de razon," a
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"reasonable-people" category in which the Spanish included all those
with any blood links to the Old World, including Negroes and me~tizo
Spanish-Indians. There were also some 12,000 more-or-Iess tame
Pueblo Indians. The shortage, thus, was not of land but of people to
.hold it against the sort of Indians who would not hold still for a Span.
ish -census. In view of the precarious location of the Rio de Las
Trampas grant, residents of 1750 Santc! Fe must have detected an
irony in its title. Trampa, in Spanish, means trap.
The man who proved willing to settle in the valley of the traps Was
Juan de Arguello, of whom we know only a little. He was seventy-four
years ola when he undertook this difficult venture in frontier coloniza·
tion: But he still had thirty-eight years to live-time enough before he
d~ed in 1789, to build his villag~ to its peak population of ~ore than
sixty families and to complete its landmark and its glory-the Church
of San Jose de Gracia. We also know Arguello was born at ZacatOOlS,
the old colonial city in the Val~ey of Mexico which provided New
Mexico with many of its seventeenth-eentury soldiers and settlers.
By 1715, he was at Santa F~, being married to Juana Gregoria Brito.
We know this union produced several daughters, because some of the
eleven men he recruited to settle Las Trampas with him ''Yere his
sons-in-law, and his grandchildren were' soni'e of the first in the com·
munity. We also know that others he recrujted were the children and
grandchildren of Sebastian Rodriguez, aIkl. this tells us that among
the founding families of his village were some of Negro lineage.
Rodriguez was the African drummer boy of Don Diego de Vargas
Zapata Ponce de Leon, the famous Captain-General who was driven
from the province in the bloody rising of the pueblos in 1680 and
. who reconquered th~ territory for Spain in 1693~
We know, too, that Arguello is buried in the village he founded
and that the death record says this of him:
(
"Juan de Arguello, at the .age of 112 years. Founder of the church
and the village. He died in full1'0ssessibn of his faculties."
. One of those .faculties must surely have been dogged persistence..
His Church of San Jose de Gracia is a "lay chapel," built withoutllelp
from clergy or state. It took Arguello and his Trampasenos some
twenty years to finish the job.
The Church of San Jose de Gracia looks today much as it did in
1780 and architectural antiquarians rate it as' one of the most perfect
surviv~ng examples of Spanish-Colonial mission structures. If one
"
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needs a reason for taking the slow high road and visiting the old village, the church is reason enough.
'The church was started in 176o, a year in which young George
Washington, newly wed, was raising horses in the British colony of
Virginia, and the year in which BiShop Pedro Tamar6n of. the See
of Durango made the long trip north to inspect the missions' on the
Spanish frontier. The Bishop passed through Las Trampas enroute to
the church at Picuris Pueblo. He reported ~at the villagers "ap.proach~d us and begged us to be pleased to concede our license so
that they might build there a chapel and church with the title and
advocation of Lord Saint JoseBh of Grace." Bishop Tamar6n noted
that the Trampasenos had? 'ni!J.e-mile walk "over enemy infested
roads" to reach the PicuriS ch\lrch. He granted the villagers their
license and with it the c;1uty of ·maintaining "the aforesaid. ~hapel with
all possible seemliness and cleanliness."
Sixteen years later, in 1776, Arguello remained spry enough. to make
the"long walk over the mountain ridges to Picuris. He came to ask
a visiting Franciscan for alms, ~for the church. The visitor was the
famous Fray Francisco Dominguez~ sent from Mexico City to inspect
the Spanish borderlands. In his report, discovered among bundles of~
material in the Mexican Nat~onal Library iJl1928 an~ publiShed by the
University of New Mexico Press in 1956 as The Missions of New
Mexico, 1776, Fray Dominguez provided an early view of villagers an9.
their church.
"This chapel has ~een built by alms from the whole kingdom, for
the citizens of this place have begged thr~ughout it,The,2hief promoter in all this has been one Juan Arguello who is more than 86
years old and this man asked me for alms for the said chapel during
my visitation of Picuris. And since I have nothing, I gave him that,
, with many thanks for his devotion." The "alms from the whole Icingdam" which Fray Dominguez mentions amounted to a grand total
of nine pesos, six reales.
Although the yisiting priest underestimated Arguello's age (he was
actually ninety-eight or ninety-nine at the time), the description he .
provided of the \church .and its setting remains, atter, almost two
hundred years, exactly accurate. A few of the fu~nishings have been
changed: the crossbar which then secured the frpI)t doors has been
r, replaced with a nineteenth-century cast-iron lock, and the choir 10ft,
then "still in the, process of being made," has been completed. But

l
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there are still twenty-five beams supporting the roof of the nave,
just as Dominguez',counted, and nineteen above the transept, and
nine above the sanctuary. The bell he described as "middle sized"
still hangs in its' place to the left of the entrance, singing in a deep,
rich voice'",hen tapped with the knuckles. The pulpit which' to
Dominguez looked "new, and badly made" still stands at the Gospel
side of the sanctuary. No longer new, it has become a museum curator's
dream. A small octagon with carved wood~n sides, it is mounted on a
pedestal hewn in cQrkscrew fashion from the trunk of a ponderosa
pine. A rickety plank ladder provides access.
.
T~e Franciscan's old report also still serves remarkably well' as a
thumbnail depiction of the Las Trampas Valley and its inhabitants.
. "This little settlement is in a canada of the Sierra Madre," Dominguez reported. "It runs from southeast to northwest, with a ~Il1all
river with a very rapiq, current of good crystalline water in the middle.
'It is not half a league iong, but since it is rather wide, it has fairly good
farmlands on both banks of the river. Watered by this river, they
yield quite reasonable crops with the exception of chile [peppers] and
frijol [beans].
"These settlers do not live in ranchos but in a plaza like a neighbor- .
hood house. For the 'most part they are a ragged lot, but there are
three or four who have enough to get along after a fashion.· They are
as festive as they'are poor, and very merry. Accordingly, mostof them'
are low class, and there are very few of good, or even moderately good;
blood. Almost all are their Own masters and servants, and in general
they speak the Spanish I have described in other cases. The following
includes them all: 63 families with 279 persons."
.
Today the count includes only thirty-four families and the fairly',
g90d farmland has ~ almost two centuries
fertility. But the
Rio de Las Trampa; m;;ains clear and icy, draining me melting -snow
from the alpine meadows ~f' the Pecos Wilderness Area just to the
east and demonstrating how little water is required in this arid climate
to warrant the title, "river." The valley still produces few beans, and
poor chile-a minor mystery since the chiles of Chimayo, only a' few
ridges away, are a bYW9rd of gourmets. And the Trampasenos still
speak the Spanish Dominguez found sadly rypical of t)1e frontier, the
Spanish of Cervantes' Sancho Panza. It had a strange; old-fashioned
sound to the priest accustomed to the more polished Gongoristic
Spanish of Mexico City, and it has an archaic sound today.
The route to Las Trampas also remains upchanged, following the
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course dictated, now as then, by mountain ,terrain. The name has
changed. EI Camino Alto has become State Road 76. And now the trip
from Santa Fe can be made in little more than an hour if the route~s
endless temptations to stop and look are properly resisted.
Since .late in 1966 it has been po~ble to reach Las Tramp~s wi~
out leavmg the pavement. A layer of asphalt was rolled on the rune
miles of the state highway which runS from the Penasco Valley to
the village plaza. But· this backdoor route is considerably longer for
a visitor from Santa Fe, and those who take it miss an opportunity
which will not long survive the highway engineers. With all its dust,
its bumps and its bends, the old unpaved approach somehow seems
to lead not just into the mo.untains 1?ut into/the past as well. It puts
Las Trampas in its nineteenth-century frame.
Thus one ~est reaches the village by driving no~ard -from Santa
Fe twenty-two miles on four-lane U.S. 64-84-285 and turning east. ward at Espanola up the Santa Cruz Valley. There are twenty-two
more miles to travel, all of them are cro0ked ,a..nd only the first fourteen . ~
are paved.
,.
Almost immediately after turn.ingonfo State Road 76, the visitor
is in the scattered village of Santa Cruz, one' of the oldest European
settlements in what is now'the United States. Old Santa Cruz, on the
south bank of the little Santa Cruz River, was founded.in 1598 by
colonists acco~panying the original army of exploration led by Ofiate.
La Villa Nueva de Santa Cruz, the llnew town," is on the north bank
of the stream. Indians of the San Cristobal and San Lazaro pueblos had
captured the original yHlage' in the 1680 uprising and new colonists
who arrived in 1695 chose the new lecation. The chqrch they built.
in 1733 is one of the largest such structures in New Mexico, a massive· .
cruciform building dominating the village plaza and housing a trea-J
sury of Spanish-Colonial religious art. To Arguello and his settlers,
passing through in 1751, Santa Cruz represented the last substantial
outpost of safety and civilization.
'Above Santa Cruz, State Road 76 winds along the north bank of
the river past eight miles of adobe farm-houses and frtiit orchard~.
to Chimayo-a village of apples, lilacs, weavers and wood-carvers.
When Arguello passed, San, Buenaventura de Chimayo. was an -insignificant place, even by frontier stcmdards. It had been, until very
recently, a point marking the extreme eastern frontier of the province,
a point beyond which banished criminals were forbidden to return.
·Its church, the small but classic Santuario de Chimayo, was not con-
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structed until Don Bernardo Abeyta built it as a family project in
181 3.
From Chimayo, the road climbs steadily, following the crest of a
narrow ridge which separates two small valleys. It skirts past Cordova,
a cluster -o~ adobe buildings far below and to the right. Cordova was
an "unofficial" village, settled without bureaucratic approval, at the
site of a burned Indian pueblo, and only a few ranchos were there
when Arguello passed. Today it is a .center for wood carving and in
many of its homes one can find the figures of saints and animals
fashioned from yellow pine in the soft, stylized lines of the folk
tradition.
'
Truchas lies three miles east and 1,800 feet up, and the highway,
still following its narrow ridge, offers a spectacular view o£ moun-'
tains and empty, broken land. Truchas, which means trout, is the
highest of the old :villages. It is crowded along the edge of a plateau
7,622 feet above sea level and more than a half mile above the Rio
Grande Valley to'the west. Its roofs are sharply peaked against the
high 'country snow and behind these roofs the three Truchas peak~
100m against tP,e sky. No¢h peak, tallest of the trio;rises to 13,102
feet. Only Mount Wheeler, 13,151 feet at its peak in the mountains
behind Taos, is taller in New Mexico.
Truchas is the sister village of Las Trampas, founded' only three
years later and for the same motive-to hold the high passes against
the Indial!s. ~overnor Velez made this communal grant to the Romero and ESpinosa families. He specifically ordered that the settlement be collected around two adjoining plazas for the common
defense against the Comanches. But when the villagers petitioned
for twelve muskets and a supply of gunpowder to arm themselves,
their plea was pigeonholed., It remains in the archives with the word
"denied') written in Spanish across its face.
_In view of the chronic problems with the nomadic Indians this
, policy of keeping firearms out of the hands of civilians seems'strange
at best. But it was adhered to both by the Spanish-Colonial administra,tors and the Mexican authorities who followed them. Undoubtedly the principal, reason was the ahronic shortage of weapons which
frequently forced even the military to fight with bows 'and lances.
,But in v~ew of the so-called Chimayo Revolt of 1837, In wliich Santa
Cruz Valley settlers ddeated the official militia and the Governor's
, head was returned to Santa Fe on a pike, there may have been ot~er
motives as well.
•
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The situation led to an odd reversal of what one, has come to
expect of frontier America. The Indians sold guns to the settlers.
Fray Dominguez noted this in this report~ indicating neither surprise .
nor disapproval. The 'Comanches would' obtain muskets, pistols,
powder and lead {rom, Eastern tribes~ who had been armed, by the
French. They would make periodic visits to Taos to barter, these
.weapons and buffalo hides to the Spanish and Pueblo Indians for
'grain, worked leather,' knives, and other products-~nd to collect
ransom for the Spanish and Pueblo women and children captured
on their most recent raids. Fray Dominguez 'noted that one Comanche
swapped a pistol for a leather bridle. Thus the citizens of Las Trani.
pas eventually obtained five muskets from the Comanches they intended to shoot. When on~ stands in the village with wooded hills
crowding in to within bowshot on two sides, it is easy to appreciate
how important those firearms must have been. Trampas lies in a
pocket which must have .been the despair of those responsible for
its defense.
To reach this- little valiey, State Road 76 drops more than a thousand feet in eight crooked miles from Truchas. It dips through the
minuscule village of Ojo Sarco, built on what was once land of the
TrampasenoS;' climbs the great Canada del Ojo Sarco ridge, and Santo
Tomas del Rio de Las Trampas lies suddenly below, visible through
the pines only moments before you reach it.
It is worth a rilOment's pause before dropping into the village to .
examine the patchwork of land atound the community. This pattern
tells why, if your trip is made in the summer, you are unlikely to
see more than one or two men, why the village is without economic
hope, and why the church-which for two centuries has given Las Tramptils its modest grandeur and the villagers their source of prideis not likely to survive a1l9ther century. This tiny valley, plus a small
and scatt~red allocation of grazing rights in the adjoining National
Forest, is all that remains of the village holdings, all that remains of
a l?nd grant of more than seventy-five square miles. The communal
ownership system, efficient fpr production and defense, proved remarkably inefficient in coping with property taxes imported after
the American occupation in 18-"}7. A church could be built with crops,
and guns bought with bridles, but paying taxes required money and
the villagers had none.
From the point where State Road 76 enters Las Trarppas one can
see that the two hundred and ten acres of the valley-about enough

\
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for a single Midwestern family farm-are 'divided into a hodge-podge
of patches and plots. There are; in fact, sixty-six individual plots owned
by the thirty-four Las Trampas families. A few are as large as eight or
ten acres. Some are smaller than building lots in cheap suburban
housing developments. Several are four or five hundred yards long and
only a few paces wide-allowing barely' room to tum a plow horse.
Time, death, and the division of family property has hopelessly gerrymandered the little left to Las Trampas.
'
The village has, of course, always been poor and it undertook its
'ambitious church-building project in the face of this poverty. FYlY
Dominguez reported in 1776 that Father Andres Clareihonte, the
missionary at Picuris pueblo, had authorized .Arguello to collect the·
"first fruits" of the s~ttlement for One year. He was to use this tithe,
which then was the first one-sixth of most· crops, to buy "the sacred
necessities for' the chapeL" This tithe in crops and livestoek, col. lected from the sixty-three families then living in the village, netted
Arguello's church fund a total of sixteen pesos, one real. It is difficult
to tra.nslate the value of a peso on the eighteenth-century Spanish
fronti~f to today's dollars. We know, however, that the two simple
bronzf candleholders bought for the altar cost one peso each.
. But: while eighteenth-century Las. Trampas was poor, the poverty
then was above the subsistence level. The villagers were, as Fray Dominguez report~d, lltheir own masters." Today, few are their own
masters in the economIc sense. The village is almost empty of men .
in t~e summer because the men are away working for others, in the
beet fields .of Colorado, on. forest-fire teams, and at jobs in the Espanola' Valley. Las Trampas can no longer support its sons.
The situation at Las Trampas, typical as it is of all the villages of
New Mexico's mountain Rorth, is of interest to antiquarians as well
as to humanitarians. When the Trampasenos are forced at last froin
the valley that cannot sustain them, the Church of San Jose de Gracia
will quickly fall into r u i n s . '
.
State Roa4 76 passes within a few yards of the old church. At the
bottom of the ridge it crosses a culvert through which the valley's
south irrigation acequia: runs -and then splits the hayfield of Jose T.
Lopez to reach the Rio de Las Trampas bridge~ In early summer,
when the snowpack is still melting on Trampas Peak to the east, a
lively mountain brook runs under this bridge~ La~er there is, only a
trickl~ of water (or the yillage fielcl~. Immediately over this' bridge,
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the,road bends between the homes of Enriquez Lopez, Luis E. Vigil
and! Mrs. Francisco Leyba to enter the plaza.
Originally, this rectangle was walled solidly with the abutting homes
of lhe villagers. Now it is formed by an irregular array of residences
on: three sides and the front wall of the churchyard on the north.
There is little flat' ground in the narrow valley and the plaza is no
exception. It slopes sharply away from the chapel and the church- ,'
yard wall serves asa retaining structure. Filled with earth, it provides
a level surface .around the front of the building.
Like all such village plazas, this one is of bare earth and innocent
of grass, pavement or any attempt at landscaping. The houses which
hedge it are of adobe, plastered with mud. All share the appearance
of tinguessable age chamcteristic of earthen structures, and most show
some signs of disrepair, although several are neatly painted and plastered. Some are standing empty, a grim portent for a high-country ..
village. .
When opened, the'doorway of the churchyard °wall frames for the
eye the front elevation of the church. Seen from this perspective, the
entrance of San Jose de Gracia seems to be flanked by two .blunt
towyrs, towers which are largely formed by the ends of the massive
side walls of the chapel. The front wall' is recessed some three feet
between them. It is plastered and painted white, contrasting starkly
with the earthen color of the remainder of (he building.
The ~hurch is virtually devoid .of ext~rior decoration and. from
any angle its unbroken lines pnd gently sloping walls give the impression of massiveness. Long. wooden canales jut from its flat roof to
drain rainwater well away from its vulnerable adobe masonry and
the 'plastered front'is protected from above by a heavy beam surmounted by an earthen parapet.
.
Below.this beam, the side walls are connected
at the one-story level
.
by the wooden front balcony of the ch<»ir. A wide door provides
access from the insid~ choir loft to this balcony. Just below it are the
double front doors of the church and, to the left of them, the church
bell hangs from a heavy rope.
The. bell is called Re(ugio and once had a companion named
Gracia. Until Gracia was cut from its rope and stolen, about 1909,
the Las'Trampas bell ringer would use the low voiced bell of refuge
to announce solemn events and the soprano bell of grace for happier
occasIons. The death of children too young for sin would be an-
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nounced, for e~ample, by the tolling of Gracia in celebration of a'
soul attaining heaven 'without ehduring the trials of earth.
,
Except on days when services are held, the front doors are usually
locked and seeing the inside of the church involves finding the key.
This is passed around the village from month to month, being left
in custody of the family currently responsible for sweepi1)g, cleaning
and patching the building. Some asking around is required, but when
one finds the,key he will also find a guide, for Trampasefios are proud
of their church.
Once through the double doors, it takes a moment for the eyes
to adjust from the brilliant high-altitude sunlight of the churchyard
to the dim interior of the nave. The first impression given by the
Church of San Jose de Gracia is one of cool, dark stillness. The silence
is almost cavelike, for earth is an excellent soundproofing agent, the
walls are four feet thick and even the roof overheaQ is insulated with
a heavy layer of adobe clay. The sounds of the village-the bark of a
dog and a rooster crowing-seep faintly through the high windoWs~
And with this silence, there is the dim aroma of old incense and
burned wax to tease the ~memory.;Jv'
The nave of 'the church is lit only by two windows, cut above head
level through the thick 'adobe of the east.wall. The sanctuary seems
at first to glow with .its own light, but it too' has its windows, cut
even higher in the east and west ends of the clerestory. The only
provision for artificiall,ighting in the nave is by two crude chandeliers,
each made of two planks joined in the form of a cross: The planksare lined at the top with wai candles, which are lit by lowering the
chandeliers from' pulleys hung from ceiling beams.
_The floor of the church is rough and uneven, formed of foot-wide
planks, laid in sections th~ee-p~anks wide and some seven feet long,
and worn by many ~nerations of feet. The board ceiling is ~upported
by twenty-five closely spaced vigas, the trunks of matched ponderosa'
pines neatly hewn andrdarkened now by two hundred years of candle
smoke. Each of these !~ogs is supporfed at each end by a~el, ornately hand-carved. The ceiling of the clerestory, while higher and
narrower, is similar.
.
The visitor is likely to notice at once that the only pews in this
church are five ~rude benche~ at the sanctuary-end of the nave. E;ly
Leyba, a villager who wrote an account of the church in 1933, explained that "during Mass, the people have learned to rest themselves
by leaning against the walls of the chapel, the men on the left and
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the women on the right." No one seems to know why the usual pews
were never installed. To the right of th, entrance, a wide low door
opens from the nave into a low-ceilinge~ room. Lieutenant William
Bourke, surveying the territory for the IU.~. Army in 1881, looked
through this door and described what he saw.
"In a room to the right, which corresponds to our church vestry,
there is a hideous statue dressed in black, with a pallid face and
monkish cowl, which held in its hands a bow and arrow drawn in
position. 'Es la Muerte,' whispered my guide." Bourke was describ. ing Dona Sebastiana, since removed to the Penitente morada. He also
. described the church and its furnishings, noting wryly that the guide's,
statement that it had been built one hundred and thirty years ago
was "fully sustained by appearances." The furnishings are virtually
unchanged,
The nave is decorated by two side altars, crudely made of painted
planks and surmounted by religious paintings now darkened by age.
There are also the traditipnal Stations of the Cross, scenes from the
day of Christ's Crucifixion painted by an itinerant folk artist who
came to Trampas from Sonora, Mexico, shortly after the Civil War.
These are mounted in baroque frames and hung at exaggerated angles
from ,both walls. Beh41d the communion rail, made of beams and
painted lath, five steps lead up to the small and simple main altar
which is surrounded by a similar railing. The--{]ltar screen of wood
extends from floor to ceiling and features painted scenes in the Spanish folk tradition of Christ flanked by armed angels, of St. Francis
and of St. Dominic. To the right and left are smaller side altars,
one topped by a painting of Santiago on a white horse and the other
by a faded representation of a crucified figure in the brown robes of
a Franciscan friar. The highcol1ntry is rich in the blood of such
martyrs. Forty-two of the Order were slain in their attempt's to Christianize the Indians, twenty-two of them in bloody 1680.
,With two exceptions, the decorations of the church and its furnishings are obviously handmade. The exceJ?tions are two round iron
stoves which stand well out on the warped floor and are connected
to the wall by stovepipe vents. In their antiquated setting, these oldfashion~d heaters look incongruously modem.
Outside the church, the sun is blindingly bright, marking in a
pattern of light and shadow the erosion already cut by wind and rain
in the new coating of adobe on its walls. In a very'few years, those
who remain in Las Trampas must again mix their formula of clay
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an¢l straw to repair this protective coating. Soon, when there are :t;l0
longer enough Trampasenos to carry this burden, the adobe blocks
.of the walls will be exposed to erosion. .
New Mexicans, who understand the transiency of adobe structures,
know how it will happen. First the roof will fall. Its leaks, left unpatched, will rot the ancient vigas until they can no longer support
the weight of earthen.insulation above them. The walls will last much
longer. Exposed inside and out to the cycle of climate, they will collapse first above the windows and then melt slowly into mounds.
And one day grass will grow on these mounds.
When it goes, the Church of San Jose will leave no scar:
~ ToNY HIiLERMAN, who "walked around Europe with some infantry
platoon in vJorId War II," has pursued a varied career in journalism. He
was a police reporter, news editor in Texas and Oklahoma, and former
bureau manager for United Press in Santa Fe, as well as executiv~ editor
of The)lew Mexican, San.ta Fe. He is presently an associate professor of
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Solano Lopez

BY JOHN HOUGHTON ALLEN

THE FASCINATION of history is often in the footnotes, as ,in Suetonious-in the extravagances, the human failings, or in reading about
Gothic chivalry, the Knights of Rhodes, the country of Paraguay. '
Paraguay was a n'
are, a wish unfulfilled. It was an exodus,. a
communal,state, a serf ~,and a massacre. Now it is nothing, nowhere, eI11broiled in se seless and chronic revolutions, living by black- .
mail against its neigh ors, the once noble Guarani Indians with a
reputation for tr~cule ce and disinterested patriotism.

THE GUARANIs were origirtally refugees from the tyrannies of the
Inca. Some unkno
Moses had led these people to the Promised
Land of the river lata a thousand years ago. They were peaceful, .
· and the·first Spania ds did !lot mistreat them. ~en for o~e hundred
and fifty years they were' shepherded in missions by the Jesuits in a
communistic -and monastic and idyllic Arcadia. The evil days came
only when the Jesuits were expelled from Paraguay, and the humble
natives fell into the hands of Francia, a-diCtator Spanish and French
and, therefore intellectual, cold and cruel and just, without human
pa~sion or vice, save only that of Satan, pride.
After Francia, the Guaranfs suffered the reward of all trpe humility,
the Greek tragedy of being led to the slaughter by an idiot half-caste
named Solano Lopez.
They got the humility and obedience from the Jesuits, whose labor
among the heathens had been tremendous, the greatest proselyting
difficulties being the unspeakable language of the Guaranis, who
seemed only to sneeze and stutter and cough, and their habit of decamping, so that the poor priests had to mrIow them into the jungle
to bring them back to the fold.
Also, the good Jesuits protected their charges from the mamelucos,
the organized slave traders. from Brazil, who were delighted with the
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missions, for it meant they could bag their limit-with the Indians
conveniently grouped in a mission all the raiders had to do was 1011
the priests, to put an end to their supplications, burn the buildings
and come away with the Gua,ranis like a flock of sheep. Then, when
the mission was rebuilt, and more Indians gathered, the mame1ucos
would visit again.
'
..
, Notwithstanding this defect of the system, the 'Jesuits labored long
and lovingly among the 9uaranis and made them happy. The sardonic Voltaire·admits that the Jesuits were the most enlightened charter company in history. They d~e1oped .and colonized the most'
deserted places. They were entirely unselfish. They sedulously pro·
tected their charges in Paraguay, insofar as they were able, from slav-.
ery, and theirs was perhaps the only colonial system in America that
was never tainted by the curse of slavery.
.
Th~y founded instead a kind of utopia, a commonwealth among
the'savages where money and commercialism were unknown"and
civilization not allowed unless it benefitted the indigenes, .and the
Society of Jesus was the only agricultural community that ever kept
the encroaching jungM at bay. The Jesuits had taken the simple say;
ages, innocent of any primeval curse of work, and made them industrious and useful, without rendering them unhappy. They made the
semicommunal existence a pleasure, with the Indians going into the
fields carrying banners and singing hymns, for the Jesuits were not so
foolish as to fail to understand that one of the duties of man is to
enjoy himself.
Everything was shared at the mission, and the Jesuits worked harder
than anybody, combining intellectual and manual labor in a rare
instance where it worked successfully. It was an ideal state, and Paraguay under the Jesuits became a land of rude plenty, unspoiled, where
there was no strife, except with the mamelucos, for the good fathers
realized that free competition and progress would be the death of
the simple trusting kinship of the Guaranis, these Indians being so
primitive they did not know how to take ,advantage of each other:
as for. the mamelucos, the Jesuits opposed them ~th epic courage.
The fathers would follow the captured Guaranis into Brazil, con·
fessing those who died by the road, supplicating the' brigands to show
m~rcy, carrying tlhe chains of the exhausted Indians, themselves half·
dead from hunger and fatigue and sore at heart; stumbling through
the swamps in torn muddy cassocks, baked by the sun on vast plaiDS,
drowned in the swollen rivers, and knowing it to be futile, but once\
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reaching Sao Paulo, proceeding on foot another six hundred miles
to plead for the liberty of their Guaranls, much to the annoyance of
_
the Governor-General.
Jbese raids by the Portuguese slavers threatened eventually to depopulate the entire district of Guayni, and the pri~t Montaya and
three other- Jesuits planned and executed an exodus. Four priests
we:re able to lead a mass migration of a people from their own country
where they had lived hundreds of years, and t4e Guarams followed
them willingly. After many hardships, starvation, crossing rivers in oxskins, covering a distance of six hundred miles through the jungle
and over desert and mOUtltains, Montaya had brought tweh;e thousand
of his people to a safe haven at last. It was the finest hegira in history,
and'the most aloof spirits must be touched' by their simple heroism.
However, now safe from the mamelucos, the Jesuits were harried
politically by the Bishop of Paraguay, Bernardino de Cardenas, who
has been described as the most complete and dangerous ecstatic who
ever lived-he ruled the middle of the seventeenth century in Asuncion, and every governor and prelate after him seemed to have the
same tlelusions of grandeur. Perhaps it was the very humility of the
Guaranis that incited these mortals, but no gentle people ever had
more monstrous rulers.
Cardenas' quarreled incessantly with the Jesuits, and it was this
Bishop who formulated the celebrated slanders that were later to lead'
to the Jesuit expulsion from America, and though these have been
refuted a thousand times, the slanders are' believed until th~ day.
Cardenas scourged himself in the streets. He fought pitched battles
with his de~osers, and bearing out the maxim that whom the gods
\Y0uld destroy they first make mad, he excommunicated entire populations, using the generaliinterdict wholesale, and finapy put the supreme anathema on all tlie poor souls in Paraguay.
~
Yet the gentle Guaranlsreverenced him: he was a great preacher
. and demagogue, "and though they did not understand what he said,
they loved to listen to the liqt!id flow of the Latin and Castilian. This
seems to have been a- failing with ,the Guaranls, as it has been with a
great many other el11pty-headed peoples, that they were inclined to
respect eloquence without discrimination, SQ long as it sounded well,
but in that, they were not much different-from civilized people..
q

•

.

there was Antequero, who ,tried to make himself .
King, seized by the same peculiar malady endemic in Paraguay with

AFTER CARDENAS
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everybody in~er, and after he was executed {or. treason even that
was laid on the Jesuits. The ,slander also grew that the Jesuits were
rich ami ambitious and proud. Yet, when they were expelled, the
Jesuits went meekly, abandoning their labors of one hundred and
fifty years 'to friars of the begging orders, mostly Franciscans, who
let the missions fall in ruins and the jungle repenetrate and the simple
Guaranis to shift for themselves. ~
After the Independence, Paraguay was ruled by Francia, the most
afflicted of its dictators. It was a capital offense to look. hiI¥ in the
face, and he was addressed by the title EL SUPREMO: 'lliistreets
were cleared when he passed, that he would not be contami. ted by
the peop~e, and the GuaraniS bowed down, saying lord, my gr t lord,
lord: Francia decreed that every creole in Asuncion must weaf· a hat,
so that it might be taken off to EL SUPREMO. Francia made a
footstool of the Church, he treated the creoles with such disdain they
did not dare die without his consent, and )Ie regarded the Gu~ranis
as children, and they loved him.
.
Francia made himself King, Pope, God and outright Owner of
Paraguay--:all this, of course, after Paraguay had thrown off the socalled yoke of Spain. He was "not much different from Bolivar and
San Martin, except that he succeeded where they had failed: Paragu~y's isolated position from the world made it a clo~ed kingdom and
any man's oyster who could wear the pants. Tyrant that he was, he
protected the Guaranis. It was his half-breed son Solano Lopez who
almost did away with the race.
The life of Solano Lopez and the history of the pathetic country
of Paraguay read like comedy, despite brutality and horror and finality; but of course, had it happened in ancient times, it would bave
been regarded today as heroic tragedy, or something out of Jos~pbus.
Solano Lop~ became more absolute than his father, for he had
.heard other voices•.J:le had been in:France, and admired Napoleon III,
who had won battles in the Crimea and occupied Mexico, and Solano
· Lopez regarded French women as ultimate. He brought back with
him from Paris a green-eyed demimondaine of the Second Empire,
with hair the color of suet, the very woman that mesti?o folk dream
.'of going to heaven with: she was Madame Lynch, half-Irish, and thi$
adventuress has gone down in history as Solano Lopez' evil genius.
So the drama opens with all the props of romance.
'It is a pity .too, because even in the romantic tradition-and its
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• wars can be crueler than those against the infidel-Solano Lopez was
in bad taste, all blood and bombast and fury.

I

PARAGUAY was a hundred years behind the times, with the creoles still
barefooted, while the clothes worn at ceremonies were those of Colonial Spain, actually silk nose and plumed hats and dress swords. Solano
Lopez and his tall graceful mistress made changes. She brought French
-fashions to the sleepy capital of Asunci6n, and Solano Lopez decreed
that the ladies wear shoes and walk in the streets with silk parasols.
With this helpmeet Solano Lopez tried to mak~ Asunci6n the cultural centre of South America. This was his Ludwig-the-Mad period,
I and he built public Hellenic edifices off the mud streets of his capital,
but meanwhile he prepared for war.
He decked his cavalry in fancy uniforms, scarlet tunics, white
breeches and dragoon boots, helmets of leather faced with brass and
hung with horsetails. All Paraguay was delighted with the parades,
~ naturally, and when Solano Lopez had an army, Para~ay need must
have a ~war, for in tItis respect it was only following the customs of
other great nations.
.-::
Paraguay drummed up war eventually against a confederation of
Brazil and the Argentine republics and Uruguay, because there was
nothing petty about Solano Lopez, or .Paraguay. In fact, Solano Lopez
was fo'hd of saying "I am Paraguay.".
.
It was not an original cliche, but it was classic, just the same. Thereafter he ruled with a firm hand, monarch of the jungle, allowing no .
mercy to1}e mistaken for weakness, and the Guaranis loved him because he was terrible and he had such pretty cavalry and the blonde'
mistress w.9re s.uch amusing clothes.
.
With seven thousand troops and the audacity of a Charles XII of
I Sweden he attacked the vast realm of Brazil through the jungle, and
with other troops by land and gunboat he attacked simultaneou~ly
the Argentine republics and Uruguay, seeking separate treaties among
tl.tem meanwhile like a Medici. At first he succeeded by his very
audacity, but in the end he depopulated Paraguay until it became
, ,known as a land of women, and where today there are still eigllt
Women to every man, which' perhaps is the reason it is called the
cockpit of South America, and the men are always ready to go to
war against their neighbors to get away- from it all.
Yet Solano Lopez is a hero in South America.

i.
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.. He died gloriously without asking quarter, and he was beaten only
afte~ Brazil began a systematic campaign of extermination against this
biggest gnat of a Little Napoleon ever kno~. Until this day nobody
knows what the war was ~bout, unless it was piq~~ on Solano Lopez'
part because he was refused the hand in marriage of the Princess of .
Brazil, or maybe the Emperor had demanded that he get rid of Madame Lyn~h. That is the gorgeous' aside, nobody knows what it was
all about . . .. That was the joke, nor were the Guaranis, who comprised most of ,Paraguay's population, without a sense of humor.
Solano Lopez was the hangman of his country. He marched an
entire race to virtual extinction for a whim, and yet he was so popular
with his people that nobody ever tried to assassinate him. He was
the first dictator to use the fireside chat, only his took the form of
after-mess harangues to the soldiery. He was the first South American
to use trench warfare, and that was not funny. Yet, he made of every
,Paraguayan sortie a little joke, against those monkeys tije Brazilians.
It was his i~ea of a joke to attack the battleships in the Parana River
.with canoes. And with a lone Paraguayan steamer he decoyed the I
fire of the Brazilian Navy for twenty-three days before the little ves~ I
sel was sunk, and then Guaranis cried because they couldn't play
.that game anymore.
.
Within a year Solano Lopez was defeated, but he would not surrender. Paraguay fought savagely. Women's corps were organized by
. Madame Lynch to dig trenches for last-ditch stands. Solano Lopez
fought ethically, believing in all the books of history, not realizing
that the devil has a bad press and the victors write the histories.
A privateer of the late Confederate States of America offered to
lift the blockade that was strangling Paraguay, but the quixotic Solano
Lopez, with his eye on glory in the. hereafter, had refused his services,
saying he was a patriot, not a pirate. When the bewildered Confed~
erate'privateer, who had. no romal'\tic notions left and who could very
well have changed the course of "history for Solano Lopez, remon·
strated with him' that the United States and England djd such things
in wartime, the little South American dictator waved the 'Practices
of the United States and Great Britain aside with one pudgy hand
and said, "Paraguay is a civilized nation."
Solano Lopez could have made peace a dozen times, abdicated with
honor and absconded with the funds and lived happily in Paris with
his suet-haired mistress and their children, respected as a man who
fought a good war, but he preferred no surr~der, and grimly, faith·
4
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fully, the French-Irish adventuress stuck by him, which is a strange
tribute to the little black doodlebug of a dictator.
Madame Lynch even saved the day once for Paraguay. Solano
Lopez' pitifully few cavalry were unable to stop· the charges of the
enemy, the Brazilians were taking, the last trenches at Villeta,- and
all was lost, but Madame Lynch had armed her lady auxiliaries with
brooms and pitchforks, and seeing ten thousand of these approaching
and mistaking them for reinforcements, the Brazilians withdrew.
Though Solano Lopez Jought the huge armies of the Marquis de
Caxias with short punishing blows, it only delayed the inevitable, for
the manpower of Paraguay could not be replaced, and of its original
I army of two hundred thousand, only twenty thousand remained effective. The blockade in the Parana River was absolute. Measles, smallpox and famine decimated garrisons and towns. There was treason,
but only ~mong the creoles, never-the Guaranls. Humaita, the impregnable fortress was surrounded, holding desperately, and by-passed-so
~ that Solano Lopez with what remained of his ,rmy had to fall back
from Asuncion, but he took with him its entire population.
For this beaten army retreated, not only with its brave shattered
remnants bearing standards with the motto VENCIR 6 MORIk, but
women and children and civilians, because Solano Lopez figured
that-while the people of Paraguay refused to stay in occupied territory, Paraguay was unconquered. Solano Lopez was determined to
fight to the last GuaranI.
.
The faithful Guaranls, used to hegiras, followed him humbly, knowing what it mea.nt to fall into the hands of the Brazilian soldiery
recruited from mamelucos of bitter memory-perhaps they even believed they would escape .this war and misery by emigrating, or maybe
they had the fair dream, of getting back to another Arcadia as they
I had enjoyed under the Jesuits: however that may be, .they obeyed
this madman unquestioningly, and now they made their last pilgrimage. They were a defeated people, hopeless,a nation of nomads, but
they accepted their lot with .blind fatalism and a touching childlike,
faith in Solano Lopez. .
While,Humaita held, the invaders did not venture after them, so
the Guaranis built a new capital at San Fernando, planting fields arid
erecting fortifications. Brit Humaita fell-the symbol of courage, 'endurance, fighting with no hope of succor, no medical supplies, no .
rations nor ammunition after several years of s'iege, with fleet guns
hammering the crumbling walls, the legions of Caxia$ assaulting daily.

i

I
r~i
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Humaita fell, its la~t heroic regiment, too weak and starved to offer
anything except a token resistance, going out to meet the enemy and
being ridden down by Brazilian cavalry.'
With Hrtl)1aita fallen, San Fernando was unprotected and the
nomad natio.n· had to move, abandoning the fields 'of maize and manioc sorely: needed, against starvation. In suffering and misery the
people moved alorlg like refugees. Lope:?: fought rearguard actions,
but the Allies pressed hard and would have taken them all if providential and torrential rains had not stalemated the campaign..
Solano Lopez was able to fortify the village of Villeta, and again
the Guaranis planted crops that they might survive. Even in the rain
the Allies attacked, and Paraguay could not afford to ~se another
man. Grandfathers ~and children fought in the front lines, crawling
.back dumb and wounded to die without complaint.
At Villeta three -thousand Paraguayan troops stood against sixty
thousand Allies finally. There was an assault Christmas Day, and only
Solaho Lopez and sixty survivors escaped to the hills, although there
must have been more. Paraguay was conquered, and now, if its downtrodden people wished to be free of their dictator, proclaimed the
Marquis de Caxias, they could be rid of him at last. But, and nobody
knows where they came from, surviving men fought across the famished land to join Solano Lopez in the hills. By ones and twos, and
then by.hundreds-stragglers, prisoners of war, old men and children
again, all of them like moths around the flame. They brought only
their courage and their patriotism and their willingness to die, and
some perished' of exhaustion when they arrived. Others were famish·
ing but they brought little presents of food to their Dictator.
The sixty survivors of Villeta became ten thousand in the hills
. and even while the Marquis de Caxias was being honored at the Court
of Pedro the Second for his victory over the' Bloody Tyrant of Para·
guay, and·the Brazilian soldiery_making' their customary sport among
the Guaranfs, word came that Solano Lopez. was again at war, although it was incredible.
He had no army, but an army came to him. ,
, He had no supplies, materiel, but his Guaranfs began collecting
what was needed from the Allies. That too was a joke to the Guaranfs,
what was left of them: that now they were able to use the Brazilians
for quartermaster corps.
Exasperated beyond human endurance, the Conde d'Eu, who superseded Caxias, took the field against Paraguay and gave no quarter.
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He attacked 'savagely at Pirebebuy, sparing neither women nor children, and burning alive six hundred patients in the hospital. Solano
Lopez had roade a fool of Brazil for the last time. He reeled back
from Pireliebuy, with thirty thousand Brazilian cavalry in pursuit.
Of the ten thousand Guaranis only a miserable thousand, starvelings
remained active after Pirebeb,uy.
"\
Solano Lopez made a last stand at Caranguatay..
There the Brazilians ran the dictator into the marshes, killing him
like a pig ·with spears, the cavalry of Brazil, laughing. For he who
laughs last, laughs best, nor were the mamelucos humorless. God was
tired of Solano Lopez, anyway. The Guaranis were almost extinct, so
t.he happy mamelucos set about repopulating Paraguay.
.
It had taken the' entire resources of three countries and over a
million men to conquer this nonsensical little Paraguay with its insane
dictator, and even when done: there was no honor in it. Brazil, imd
the Argentine republics and Uruguay were big bullies for picking·on·
Paraguay, and they have heen paying blackmail to th~s insignificant
country ever since, so they won't have to do it again.
As a result of this disastrous war only 28,746 males, ~ostly children, and 106,000 women survived of a population in Paraguay that
had been 1,; j I .,89 before its d~feat.
. ,.
There was even a poet to see the irony-who haq the final word,
there in the marshes of Caraguatay, probably--:-a ragtail fellow, not a
minstrel like Tailefer, the first to strike a blow and the first to fall,
I· but a good survivor, and reciting no doubt for the mameluco cava'ry
I which, after, never kille,cia musico, anybody who could amuse them,
in the Guarani style and with the twilt of a joke at the end, the epitaph on P3:raguay:
'

I

I

.~

l

I

LIora, 110ra urutau
en las ramas del yatay,
ya no existe Paraguay. *

*sing, little brother,
little bird in the branches,
Paraguay no longer exists.
"'

.

.
'Author of So!hwest, a nonfiction work on the border towns of Texas
and northe~ Mexico, JOHN HOUCHTON .Au.EN's work has appeared ~n
Holiday, True, and Southwest Review. This marks his fourth appearance

inNMQ.
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BUS

ST6~AT DELGADO
,

STREET

The old woman waits on the stone bench,
. A square of black silk binding her head,
A black coat binding her square body.
Bare apple trees stand behind her, and two
Bare bushes of lilac. She is waiting,
Calm a.nd ponderous on the bench in the cold,
Holding the amber handle of her bag
Filled with old portents and· sound apples
For grown children who are ~aiting too.
Oncc:fshe saw lilac leaves in their eyes
And the foam on the seas of their passage
Shone like flowers of apple forever;
Even saw them run' under real blossoms
among the calm leaves.
And climb many
Waiting is a burden; letting cold sun

times

Sculpt the folds of her face on the cold air .
In unseen, heavy grace, one more thing to bear
As she sits before the lilac bushes strong
And heavy-breasted once ,as she,
Sharing sweetness and sG~ldings
Over all their children. Though she must die

L

No one can tell her she will blossom
. I~ space again, ~r be met there by love's
Blooming; what she knows is plain as sun;
r

She knows what is waiting. Her children
Will never .claim apples the square nag holds
Or re£ogniie how cold chisels
The portentous flesh wating there
On the stone.bench by the bare trees
To prise out th~ petal from her bone.
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LUCILE ADLER

ORPHAN
Francisco goes home in stolen boots
Along the road crusted with rosy light. .He is as tall as the frozen stump
Of fhe old ,fir tree,
And he can hoot like an owl
Though no bird trusts him.
~e

goes, kicking at broken cones,
Unsure as the smoke through bare branches
Over the black-shawled faces that pass
And the red edge of a girl's skirt;,
Sewn with wind. Francisco would"steal \
Even the wrinkled black beads
From the hands of the very old;
Though he is only the size of the old fir stump
Hewould love an ice-cold knife. \
In his stolen boots, Francisco walks
The rosy winter road going home
To a room dark as a root.
"As he goes, he kicks at the broken cones
And hoots like an owl, but no bird trusts him
And he is already all alone.
.
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THE SANDIAS
~

Though their bones shine through the clouds
Like dreams, they do not care
For the dreams of men
Like .clouds over the leathery stone;
Life has no place here.

i: I
, I •

l;

I

What we mean, a crystal in a cloud,
Spins on long thongs of wind
High in the windy air,
And bJi!like a clouQ.y mind
On intelle t made stone;
Snow falte here.

.1

I

,

Their brilliant bones shine through our dreams
Till in t~e cloudy cold we bear
The fracturing of all we mean
!!pon a cold reality; and heal again,
Hard as the snow, to binel
Our dreams upon their bone.
Love's face forms here.
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STUART SILVERMAN

ON A LINE BY LU LUN
,

.

A thousand green horses shatter dreams,
A thousand white faces cast their shadows.
The moon has completed its course.
The black sky moves west with the night.
The eagle llloves stiffly in the cold air. _ /
Across the compound-day stirs the willow trees;
,The edge of the woods is a thin line;
Forty tents open in the yellow light;
Nothing one has not seen and seen
In the length and breadth of war.
Day is a jade stone, war a white mist. '
We ride to battle thinking of the fields,
Of old women gathered around a brush fire,
Old men and children taking up the grain
In the yellow wind of autumn.
The fighting gpne, we turn from ourselveS.
No man look5lto his neighbor's face
Through the lean light. Night brings sca~t food,
A thousand white faces cast their shadows,
A thousand green horses shatter dreams.
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THE PLAYGROUND

\

These autumn nights
You'd think this was his home
Or that he sits here, secret, being brave,
And find him wating till the others leave
The park in darkness, come
T<o tiy on skates
And race and dare
The cold wind to outwit
An empty tennis court. Only the moon
Can trip him up or catch him all alone
Turning, jumping a net
Of shadows there.'

It seems a game

'

..

+

He plays, a bet that says
'You're safe inside the lines, but more than once
He skates into the shadows by the fence
That hang there waiting, trees
His eyes might name

t

By day, or climb.
_
Sometimes he spins and falls
To tumble in"fhe night that does not care
Whether he skins a knee'or whimpers, sure
Someone has heard his calls
Like an old dream
That's lightly clad.
Whistling, he glances back,
Runs to the corner, out of breath at last,
But leaves me in the shadows like the ghost
Scaring him down the block
And off to bed.

I
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THE LESSON·

Leaves on the lake water float
Bobbing and blinding our eyes, oU!ft~hadowed faces;
All we have learned by-sight, by-rote,
Leaves onthe lake warer float;
They touch your petti'coat.
Softer than hands, than any lace is,
Leaves on the lake water float
Bobbing and blinding our eyes, our shadowed faces ..
We fall back into that sky
Whose undertow runs deep, whose dark is calling.
Whose willow bends a shaded thigh; . '
We fall back into that sky
Where the jay and the jay's blue <:ry
Fly tugging at our clothing falling.
We fall back into that sky
Whose undertow runs deep, whose dark is calling

)

.

My dear, it's over your head,
My hand is an easy stone's throw, skips and shattersThe surface, settles our WIdening bed
(My dear, its over your head)
Made double where we lie wed
Next to ourselves, to all that matters.
My dear, it's over yqur head;
.
My hand is an easy stone's throw, skips and shatters.
~

"

.J

.
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GENE FRUMKIN

CONDORS ABOVE

WAT~R

for Sid arid Alvaro

Totalitarian
the sea curls upon itself
Green scimitars loom up high
,A horde cuts its way
toward shore

...

Condors in black formation
cruise aoove the heaving graveyard of fish
fuselages reflecting
a scaly light
Their wings do not move
My skin stares at the waters
Sunlight stirs the mist
A flower
begins
beyond the foam
I must watch in whispers
until the birds return
the herons pelicans and gulls
and I can trust my bones.again
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THE POET

Believing if he offers
a footprint of his years
a souvenir of what
his breath has bought
you will honor him
with your eyes ~~."
.Believing he could tempt you
with' certain islands
he's cultivated
or an embrace
he's been watering for year~
he hangs around
your window

Thinking that sometimes
his heart is an especially
handsome beast
he takes your hand
• to lead you
before the cage
Convinced his song-&-dapce
all vaudeville
is dead
for you he's dandelions
idling
outside, your asylum

,

.,'

BARNEY CHILDS

B47s SHOOTING LANDINGS, TUCSON

Low, at evening,
under scud of squalls
blowing in over
the Catalinas,
between my seeing
and tom cloud edge-lit
by the moon, they pass,
irregularly,

like su!focation:
their niked wings are shaped
before dagger-blade,
/'
slope of arrowhead"

. \heir own half-light,
m.t
the bland halation
of a star's furnace,
in a shock of sound

to the initial
and final weapon:
bound upon a branch
was apointedstone.
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WINfIELD TOWNLEY SCOTT

GARDENIAS FOR MY DAUGHTERS

,

I'

I

I

Now they are at school
At that uncertain age
Of first corsaged dances
And learning poems by heart,
Who am I to tell them
Not to save the gardenias
Not to believe all poems?
They will find in time
What hapRrns to gardenias'
.Wedding-white and fragrance
Beyond the dancing night;
How some words that siitg "
Drop voiceless under years,
Though sometimes a remembrance
Silent, like a scar.
..
I would have them given
Every poem and flower
But with my word of caution
They'd think me_old:fashioned,
. Knowing as they do
That the young are first to be.
I suppose I am not the first
Father with mind divided
Now they have reached the time
To learn to learn things by heart.
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ASPASIA THE STRUCTURIST

Aspasia
Who is
Of course
-.
Greek
Paints slabs of upson board
White.
Then she paints
Little blocks, off-square, oblong,
Yellow
Or
Blue
Or
Red
Or
Black,
Even white.
She glues them
On the board
In arrangements
And shows them to the sun,
S0metimes to us.
As the earth turns
Aspasia's mix of colored blocks
Glow
Like Visible music
\
While
their shadows
.
.
Sway slowly over.
They are alive
Yet make a serious joy.
As for us
We forget desp.air
That we no longer find
The coal
For the snowman's
Eyes.
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DICK STRONG

SPRING WINDS
On far deserts I
the winds blow dust
obscuring the horizon
.whistle and tug at sagebrush

\

Across the flats
dry winds
sap the moisture
even from thought.
Wild horses walking in the wind
towards a little water
pick up dust puffs
with their feet.
A magpie above the brush tops
fora moment
is ~arried along the slip-streama flurry of black and white .
feathers in the wind.
Eyes that squint
in the dull
silty sunshine.
Cattle blink their eyes
before the prospect
of a long hot summer.
Can it be true
that ~e live here?
That we live anywhere?

,

.

It must be windy
even on the moon.
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Poet~

Contributors

'A Traveling Out, LUCILE ADLER'S
first volume of poetry, was published
last month by Macmillan. This is
Mrs. Adler's second appearance in
NMQ. She has published poetry in
The Southwest Review, The Nation,
Poetry, The Desert Review, and
New Yorker.
'l4romY' CHILPS, who was poetry
.,;editor for Genesis West during that
I magazine's existence, is a composer
I w.ho makes his living as Dean of
Deep Springs College.

His new_.manuscript, The Intruder
and Other Poems, is, says the poet,
"looking. for a publisher." .
~

One of the foremost of New Mexico's poets, WINFIELD TOWNLEY
Scorr's new work comprises an edition of Robert Herrick's poetry, a
selected volume of Emily Dickinson's work, and his own volume,. ;
New and Selected Poems. The magazines where. his work has appea~ed ;.
are as well known as his work.
~

, A teacher of creative writing
spending his first year at UNM,
GENE FRUMKIN was founder and
e 'tdr of Coastlines. The Hawk and
. the Lizarq., published by Alan Swallow in 1963, is his ijrst book of verse.
His poetry has appeared in publications ranging from Satur.day Review
to Poetry.
, PHILIP LEGLER, currently living in
Santa Fe, is the author of Change
of View, a book o~oems published
by the University of Nebraska Press.
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This marks the second appearance of STUART JAY SILVERMAN'S
poetry in NMQ~ He is finishing a
Ph.D. at the UniVersity of I.1linois
and is an instructor. in f:English
at
·
the University of Illinois, Chi~go

Circle campus.

~::

~

Cowboy and packer, soil scientist
for the gov.ernment, and now business manager of Deep Springs College, DICK STRONG publishes his first·
poem in this issue. He lists ~is influences as Robinson Jeffers, John
Newlove, and Edward Loomis.
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If You Live Long Enough
BY DONALD L. WEISMANN
.

I•
.t
.1
I

,

i"-

I'

':\

THE MAN with the bald head introduced her and ,she stepped up
on the dais in an urn-shaped plastic hat. She smiled ~nd slowly s~t
herself dowp behind the huge. confessional-like lectern rigged with
a pair of microphones, and, as in drowning, disappeared from the
vIew of the very small audience in the large conference room of the
Leonardo da Vinci Society at number 10, Lungarno Corsini, Palazzo
Corsini, Florence, Italy.
"
Her voice came out of two Queen AlIne-style loudspeakers, one
hanging over the lower legs of a painted cherub, the other, over a
painted garland high on the f!ont wall. She started talking about the
camera obscura and gradually worked her way through the pinhole
.'camera. 1\ gifted American p~otographer whose vita took one whole
side of the ten-by-twelve-ce~timeter invitation, she had, in these
later yeats, taken to scholarsHip and had been doing research on the
daguerreotype.
After ,she outlined her way into the fifteenth century, decade by
"decade, she wisely gave credit to Leonardo da Vinci, reproduction of
whose self-portrait hung as a centerpiece among the portraits of the,
Past Presidents' of the Leonardo da Vinci Society. If must have been
the present President of the Society who said bravo quietly at the
mention of the man who, besides setting forth the principles of the
camera obscura, provided Dr. Freud with the excuse Jfor making his
- ,ce1e~rated study of psychosexuality-a special kind of Austrian novel
".
laid in the time of the Renaissance in Italy. ~
. In the time it took a spider that looked 'like a' cross between an
orb-weaver and a wolf spider to make its way from the portrait of the
First President of the Leonardo da Vinci Society, a man named Francisco 9ioli, to the Seventh President, Dario Lupi, the woman photographer got up to Louis Jacques Mande qaguerre, the French scene
painter who invented the daguerreo,type. And you find, as the woman

a
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photographer's voice keeps droning behind the lectern, that you never ..
knew that there were only 187 true daguerreotype cameras built and
that all of them were manufactured between June 15 and August 15,
1839. And you are further bulked up with i1?:formation' by learning
that, as of the present year, there are only 14 ofthem in e~istence~the
latest to be discovered being owned by a citizen of Florence who was
right there that evening in the large conference room of the'Leonardo
da Vinci Society.
,
If you live long enough you're bound to find yourself in' places
and situations that don't give easily to explanation-like the time on
that tiny South Pacific island when you were standing there naked
and peacefully swabbing your jungle rot with gentian violet and tHat
Japanese'infantryman came out of the tiees to, surrender to you. And
like' the time near Stamford, Texas, when the dance band stopped
playing and the spotlight came on you and they struck up with
"Empty Saddles" because they mistook you for' some rodeo per,former who'd broken his back earlier that
. year and would never ride
,
agaiI). And that's not to mention all the times you were hauled in as
a robbery suspect, and for murder in Blue Earth, Minnesota, just be- .
cause you're of average height, they say, andfhave dark eyes:
.'
If you live long enough and remain rathet more plain than fancy,'
you're bomid to find yourself in situations that are hard to explain; ~lnd
sitting there in the vaulted conference room 'of the Leonardo da Vinci
Society while that wom~n told in infinite detail.about the varieties
of cabinet work in those 187dagu~rreorype cameras, cabinet by cab-"
inet, felt like one of those situations.
'
. Bu~ if you grapple w!th 'it, rou can explain S.9me ,0£ i~ p~~t~. well,
_even If you can't understand It. The fact of :~he matter l~, ydu' were'
there in the Leonardo da Vinci Society be'cause your' son, 'age '~ine,
did not need a haircqt. If he had needed a haircut you ''%uId' hav~J
taken him overte the barber on the Via Vittore' EmmanueIe II where
his'hair would have been cut and you would J:.1ave been readiu'g Itajian
magazines while the woman pJiotog~apher"went on a~d on ,without
you knowing a thing-about ,it. But your son 4id not need a 4aircut and'
that meant that th~ time :w~s. open, for your daughter, age ten, to start
her English-saddle riding c?urse .~n tha~ stable a,nd inddo~ng notns~
far from ~he rai~roa.d stati~n ~here the~e' s n'eyer any parking space. So:
you drop 'her off at the stable, and ilO God-fearing man, as;yoti hear
peopl~' saYing back home~ is goi~g to let his' ~~~-year~old d~ug~ter .~o~?
hoine alorie ,atte!·datk~:"so it's, arrariged that!yon~n be~there~ wlioo &li~
I

/

.
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finishes riding. Besides, you guess she may be a little saddle-sore from
posting in that English saddle after all her lounging in a Western· type.
Now the via degli Orti Orecellari, where the stable is, is too far
from the house to make it seem sensible to return home and then
drivp back to the stable in the. rain, so you decide to do something
nearby and be there when your daughter comes out, perhaps saddlesore. As some kind of result of this, you remember the invitation your
cultivated landlady gave you to hear the lecture by the woman photographer and you drive over to the Leonardo da Vinci Society where
you think you can park. And after a while, there you are in that conference room, caught like a piece of fully clothed flotsam between
the facts that y;our son's hair didn't need cutting ~nd that the Leonardo
da Vinci Society is not.so far from' a riding stable. When you realize
that yqu let yourself get caught in this circumstantial net, you sense
danger in the situation. One of the dangers is that'you might begin
to take part in whatever is going on-like applauding an outlandish
amount at some W onder-Book-of-Knowledge item the woman photographer coughs up as if from the pit of her, own creative self; or standing up and interrupting her by offering a correction 'of some date or
name she'd just used; or worse, perhaps, making an effort to join
the Society. Another danger you sense is tha1: you won't get up,
> courteously feigning a nosebleed, and leave, even if it is raining outside and you've still got over half an hour to wait before the riding
lesson is over. Now if you don't leave, and if you don't take part in
the thing going on, there is a danger of your showing y.our exhaustion
with it all by doing something like lighting up a cigar and bothering
people in the audience' by simply looking at them instead of staring
at the lectern. And that's exactly what you do, just as naturally and
unpremeditat~dly as you breathe-you light up a cigar and look at the
audience and at those sad portraits of. the Past Presidents of the
Leonardo da Vinci Society hanging there in rows.
But who. w,?uld have guessed that, as soon as you get the cigar going
well, the PreSident of the Society, the one wqo said bravo earlier,
would rise up and conie over to introduce himself and invite you to
sit with him in the front row-and apologize profusely in two languages for not recognizing yo"u earlier. This is another pf those points
at which you should leave, but don't. Instead you say you are sorry,
but he is mistaken-that you're not Karl somebody-or-other who
covered the Italian campaign for an American magazine back in 1944·
But the President is positive you are that other man and that if you
J
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choose to be i~cognito that's quite all right- with 'him, but wouldn't
you sit with' him in the front row, anyway? -By that time everybody
in the audience is looking at the two of. you engaged in polife argument, and then the fire in your cigar hits one of those fast-burning
phices that causes the end to flare up and send out an awful lot of .
smoke. There seems little to do but follow him to the front row,
especially since he's already taken your overcoat under his arm, and
sit down there to listen in silence and stare at the lectern.
At five after seven the woman photographer is just getting to
Mathew Brady and you realize she's got another seventy years to go
before she can talk of her own work. Your daughter should be com-'
ing out of the riding stable and wondering where you are, but you
wait another five minutes and then tell the President' yolijust must
leave. He asks if you've met the woman photographer and you say no,
never, and that really you must leave. The President says oh my, and
then hisses atJthe lectern. The woman photographer stops talking and·
peek$ aro1!n'!lthe side, then stands up and the Presid~nt pushes you
up on the·dais where s~hakes your hand and smiles the w~y some
people used to look whe they were ·under gas in the dentist's chair.
When you start down tn 'aisle she waves and then goes back. to
Mathew Brady while the P 'esident of the Leonardo da Vinci Society·
catches up with you. and walks you cl~r' to the street. He implores
you to stay and since there's nothing you can say to make him believe
you are just you and not somebody else, you point to YOllr stomach
and give a p~ined expression. This the·President appears to know all
about, and the final good-bye is said but not without ~ admonition
to remember him to some eX,war correspondent now living in Chicago.
As you hurry toward th~ stable a cold chill goes through your bones
as' you .think of how many thirigs in history could have been precipitated in 'situations like the one just ended for you. You wonder
what would have been the result if John Huss had been mistaken for
one of all tl.,ose Popes at the Council of Constance, and then cho~e
to act out the. ro'e. Or what if Robert Welch of the John Birchers ran
into a tent to get out of the rain, there to be mistaken fur the Second
Coming by the fiery evang~list Billy- Saltine-and then chose to continue in the role with all that financial and fanatical backing? .
At the point where you begin to think of Barry Goldwater being
mistaken for Presidential timber rather than being recognized .as a
part of the petrified forest, the whole reverie gets too frightening and
you're relieved to see your da~ghter running toward you as soon as

,.~.
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you turn into the via degli Orti Orecellari, not saddle-sore at all. She
asks, how was the lect~re, Daddy, or wouldn't she understand it? And
ybu say yes, she wouldn't understand it, even if you could explain it,
which you figure you cou1d-but just barely.
'!l
).
DONALD WEISMANN is known as an artist and writer. He served as chairman of the departments of art at the Universities. of 'Kentucky and Texas
before his appointment as University Professor in the Arts at the University
of Texas. His articles and poetry have appeared in Southwest Art Journal,
New Republic, Texas Quarterly, University Review and Western Review.
Next year the University of Texas Press will publish his book Language and
Visual Form: a Personal View of the Dual Creative Process, and PrenticeHall will publish .his text, Introduction to .the Visual Arts. Last December
he was named a member of the National Council of the Arts.
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A Letter from Nueva Yark
•.

.'

BY WINGATE FROSCHER .

. .
IN THE COOL of the Puerto Rican evening Segundo sat outside
his shack on the big stone doorstep. Since the women were well
known for their fear of the night. breezes, he did not order his
Moncita to sit with him. She: remained inside in the dark or with
only a candle, even after the firs~born had been rocked to sleep. ~j'
Segundo, his belly comforta-ble with the rice and beans and smoked
codfish she had cooked for him, leaned back against; the doorframe,
smoked a cigarillo or two and conversed with the passersby.
. Usually, these were men returning late from work on the finca,
their ;hoes on their shoulders or their machetes at their belts, pausip.g
,
to ask if he had heard what next the American would order when the
grapefruit groves had been wes:ded-fertilizer to be spread perhaps,
or trees to be pruned. And often there was Segundo's father, D o n ; Rafa, seeking news of his grandchild or lamenting his years and the .
passing away of the old days. Nearly always he settled himself on an
old fruit crate near Segundo' and, as if impatient with these last
year~f his life, slapped at his leg with the little switch he carried.
One evening he was late and Segundo had time to wonder ift he had
. been taken ill before he finally caught sight of his stooped figure
making slow progress through the pasture across the road. In the
dying yellow light, now quickly giving wa_y to a deepening blue above
the dark wall of the ,hills, his figure s'eemed alm,?st motionless. Then
the ragged 'stra,w hat began to bob up and down more and more
clearly until at last the old man raised his switch in"greeting and..
crossed the r o a d . '
.
He groaned deeply as he settled on the crate. "I say ... Good, I
say there is no devil like a woman who has not been beaten every day
of her life."
. ,
Segundo stretched his bare feet against the hard-packed earth.
below the~doorstep, feeling again the tightness of his muscles, tired
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afferbis day in the groves. "Mama and the spirits again?" he asked.
"As always. But since Ad6n hasgone she is crazy."
Segundo shrugged. Mama had always disturbed herself .too much
over the ways of his brother Ad6n. It should be no surprise now that
he had abandoned his woman and little ones for some new excitement, perhaps a stray female or a trip a.cross the island to- San Juan.
"For h ours sh e must rave,"D on R af a was saymg.
. , "Th us It
. goes.
, The young grow up to mock the father and the tongue of the mother
bums like a cane field. See, she hasn't enough with Anselmito and
Paquita-even the youngest are too' big to be fussed over now. FfJI
God,~hat does sJ1e know of the. loss of sons?' I, who have lost so
m~ny befdre Ad6n. . . . All those children of my earlier wom n
. wanc\ering God knows where....'" He spoke in such a soft voice th
it seemed as if all the chirps and -huzzings of the evening left off 0
he could be heard.
. ~
From inside came the bold voice of Concha, the laundress at the
American house~ who· had stopped by earlier 'to chat with Moncita:
"Don Rafa, today I heard that Ad6n has gone to the States. Imagine. . . . Hail Mary," she continued when there was no reply. "How
will he ever reach the States? Such importance he gives himself."
"Mere chatter of females," said Don Rafa. "Mere chatter."
. "There is talk of a place called Arizona. Segundo is that the same
as Nueva York?"
/
, "I believe so." Segundo, havin~ been Jo school (or a few years, was
always consulted on such matters. He had never heard of A~ona,
but if it was in the States it must have something to do with Nueva
:~
.
York.
,
'~Ad6n," said Don Rafa gruffly, "has probably gone to .find work QD
some other finca."
"Ay,', piped Moncita, from the da~kness, "it must be some £inca
where they pay the most to the laziest.'~ ~
'~If he has gone to Nueva York," said pon Rafa, giving no sign
that he had heard her, "so much the better. There he can make himself into something."
Concha did not laugh with Moncita, but stepped past Segundo
afld, down to the ground to stand facin'g Don Rafa. She wiped her
nose with force. "Ay, Don Rafa, thou knowest his worth well
enough. That rascal-what has he ever done well but make eyes at
the women?"
.
"And gamble away his wages at the cockfights," added Moncita.

1

I
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"Quiet!" Segundo whispered sternly, lest she anger the old one.
And being a respectful wife, she drew back from the doorway in
silence.
"hi Nueva York," said Don Rafa, "he can make himself into a
doctor orf-good, who can say what he may do?"
"Crop' and feathersl" Concha remained firmly before him, h~r legs
apart, her arms crossed. "Even a stupid old negra like me can tell
thee that a man must study to make himself into a doctor. Better
if he stayed here like Segundo and cared for his little family. Who
will care for thee in time?"
"Ay, Concha, thou art as crazy as my Luisa Marfa.' If Ad6n and
~egundo both left, I would still have Lolita and Anselmo coming
along. For that, I had many. Thirty-nine, know it? And no one
woman was enough.... I rest in God. Ad6n will send money. Who
says he will .not? Soon I shall no longer be able to work. . . . See,
already my voice fails me. And when I can no longer work, I shall
·have to listen to my woman all the day as well as all the night. . . .
'But I shall not endure it long. God will soon call me and I shall be
glad to retire myself from this life. Then shall I wander in peace "
with my compatriot ghosts... . ." There was a sigh from the old one
that seemed as long as the years he had lived. "Now that I am down
to my last two women.... At least, they believe they are mine...."
A smile seemed to lose itself under his moustache and his voice
',Vand.ered off into silence, as if he were dreaming again of his youth
during the Spanish times when he must have strutted like a fighting
,eqck in the bright uniform .of the Civil Guard. His clothes now
hung on his stringy frame as if made entirely of patches, .colorless
with forgotten dirt and many washings at the river. "Can0," he
cursed suddenly, "I lJave yearsl"
,
"I too have years," said Concha, her voice softer than before.
"But I have seen more of this world. I have wandered in all parts'
of this great island and I llave learned a thing or two. I have learned
that anything
change. Today, my Ad6n may be a stupid jlbaro.
Tomorrow, he may be a learned doctor."
.
Concha opened her arms, and said no more. Don Rafa remained
silent, stilLbeating at his leg with the little switch while hi~ face
dimmed into the advancing night.
j

can

there was a moriling when the' America~ Senor
called Segundo back to the kitchen porch after he had ,brought the

- SOME 'WEEKS LATER
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mail from town and gave him a letter addressed to "Don Rafa and
his family."
.,
How rare.... Segundo took th~ letter and .hurried to the house of .
his father. It must be from Ad6n. Yet how could it be? Ad6n had
never learned to write.
.
The oldtone too~ the letter and sat down in his chair a he big
table. He did not open the envelope, but sat regarding it for any
minutes. The sunlight pouring through the doorway seemed a 0, to
shine through the flesh of his fingers, to reveal the bones, d between those bones the letter remained, while he continue to suck
at his old clay pipe.
. ,"What could it be?" demanded Luisa 1\tlaria. And several of the
young ones also begap 'pushing them~elves into the affair, Ans lmito
squealing and giving with his elbows as Paquita tried to pusH him
aside.
"By the writing beside the stamp," said Segundo, "it appears to
come~from Nueva York."
"From Nueva Yor.kl Most Sainted Virginl" cried the mother, now
shaking with such excitement that the buns of her h.air seemed about
. to come loose. "Look, Don Rafa, what does it say?"
.He removed the pipe from his mouth. "Swallow the' tongue," he
said, and returned the pipe to his mouth.
.
More quietly; she began to whimper. "Clearly, it must be from my
little one, my little desired one. Tell me, what does it say?" Her voice
suddenly rose almost to a screech. "Tell II\e1 Tell me1"
"Woman,'~ he shouted, "Give thyself silence!" And now for, some
minutes there was silence, while he sucked again at his p1fjeand regarded the writing on the envelope. "Good," he murmured, while the
young ones stared at th~ mystery of all this, "well written is the name,
well written."
;'
Th~ mother' began to whimper again, softly, like a sic,k kitten, while
the loose skin of her bony face creased itself into deeper wrinkles. And
then, scratchily" her voice returned. "Oh, what a mother can supportl
Look, a stupid old dog holding a letter as if were gold. An old dog
waifing for his last days. Oh, that God may witness my pain. . .."
Her eyes rose heavenward. "Oh, M.ary, ,Virgin of my soul. . . ."
The roar of Don Rafa shook the house. The pipe shot from his
mouth and clattered to the floor. And in this new silence, he said,
, "Listen, if it is written in English, how ~an I read it? Even Segundo -,'
" can not read it."
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"In English? Then for certain it was not written by my little
desired one. That little brute never learned English. Such foOlishness
-to tell me that my little desired one could write in English. Oh,
.,
what a mother can. . . ."
"But woman, I have told thee nothing. It ~omes from Nueva York
and therefore it may be in English. True, Segundo?"
Segundo nodded. Don Rafa tose from his chair and took the pipe '
which Lolita had picked up for hini and s,tuck it back in his ;mouth.
Clearly, he was now on his way.
The mother backed out of his path, her. fists clenched agajpst the
sides of her face as she I!loaned. "Oh, the spirits, the spirits. . . .
Truly, I shaH have an ~taque. ',' ."
Don Rafa, with 'Segundo following him, walked slowly through the
doorway to the porch and dowt:! the steps to the ground. Then, with
his feet planted firmly in the yellow dust of the road, he tu'rned to
face the mother, still up:on the porch.
"Ad6n can not "write in English," he said with force. "Therefore
the letter must have been written for him by the girl in: the post
office in Neuva York-like the girl they have in Albahaca; Thus I
I shall go to the Sefior and he will tell me what the letter says."
"Ay. . . . How good! How good!" Her eyes brightened and she
. clapped her hands as her bare feet came down from one step to the
next~ "The Sefior will read the English and we shall go to hear
him. . . ." She leaned against the side of the house and lifted first
one foot and then the 'Other to brush off the ~lried mud. "How good!
I • • • Thus' the American will give us the message from my little
desired one. . . ." She pushed the clamoring young ones away and
tried to rub some of the spots of dirt from her dress. "Quiet, quiet. '\
\
... Go stay in the house. Go help Melinda in the yam patch. . . .
Oh, Most Sainted Virgin, how good it will be...." Her voice broke
into a. cackle as she spat on the back of her hand to wipe away a
smudge. "Let us go," she said, with a wave of her hand to show Don
Rata that she would walk behind him, "let us go. ~ ...."
.
And in that moment the old one turned and gave it to her: clear
and loud, a bofetada across t~ face!
.
She gasped, falling back )\rithout tears. And now in a hush of all
I things, where only the bamboos 'across the road could be heard
whispering against one ~mother, she crept back up the steps, her
~ skinny limbs shaking like those of a foal, her head nodding' in
obedience.
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Such a bofetada.
. Thus it must be, thought Segundo, though
he pitied her and wished he could comfort her without angering the'
old one, But he could only agree witl]. him that she had mixed herself
'
too boldly in the affairs of men.
"Come, my son," said Don Rata, and without a backward glance,
he began to walk down the road. "As all the world knows," he muttered after a little, "a woman's bite is wor;t when she has lost her
teeth."
:
of the American house, the Sefior took' the enelope from Don Rafa and tore it open. "But this is in Spanish," he
nnounced.
'.
"And it comes from Neuva York?" said Concha, having left her
ironing board for the reading of the letter.
"Sefior," said Don Rafa, ignoring her, "if you will do me the favor
of reading it. . . . My eyes are too feeble."
The American smiled and began: "'For Papa, Mama and the
others, here writes Ad6n the son.' "
, "yood," said Don Rafa, nodding at the floor. Concha stood with
.her 'anns crossed, sniffing suspiciously and winking at Segundo.
" 'Across the
,I have arrived at last in Nueva York. It appears
to be all city. Now' is said that Arizona 'is far awa~ and no one is
certain of the street. AlII
'se and very pretty. All the world ,speaks
English. I found myself with various countrymen. They showed me
where to go. I live in the hou~e of a negra who speaks only English.'"
. "Imagine!" said Concha. "A negra like me"who speaks orily English."
U
"'Most good are the things, and the countrymen of t~is street
know all there is to be known., I have found work. I work in a grandiose hotel containing as marty people as the whole ,town of Albahaca.
In truth, the hotel in Albahaca would fit into the kitchef1~uf this
one.' "
,
"Milk of duck!" said Concha, sneering.
~, 'There are so many dishes in this hotel that I am the washer of
'
,,,
.
.
on1y some 0 f t,'h em.
"A man washing dishes!" Concha burst into a hoarse shriek of
laughter. "Hail Mary!"
}
"Good," said D'on Rafa, solemnly chewing at his moustache, "let
,us see what else he has to say."
The Sefior continued to read: "'Tell Segundo· to come, to Nueva
ON
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York. There is much work and good pay, and the things are very
.
amusing. Adios, writes Adon the son.' "
Concha was still snorting." "Man, are we to believe alr'that? The
rascal thinks he's rich already."
"That is all then," said Don Rafa. "Many thanks, Senor."
The Senor nodded and returned" the "letter. "It says he lives on
114th Street."
'
llMore than a hundred streets they have?" Don Rafa'grinned.·
uSuch importance they give themselves."
Segundo stood beside him, looking down over his shqulder as he
examined the letter until he found the name j\don. Then he held
his flat;, blackened thumbnail against the name'iand scratched at the
paper a few times. "Good," he said at last, and folded the Jetter and
tucked it away inside his shirt. "Heh," muttered Concha, "that lazy rascal, the laziest that ever
swung in a hammock. .. ." But with a' glance at the wetness in the
eyes of the old one, she shrugged and said no mor~.
In truth, he appeared to be full of sorrow~he turned and wal~ed
in a great slow loneliness, from the house. Se undo could hear him
making soft sounds to himself as he retrieve is bamboo switch from' ,
th~ porch steps and started down the driveway "toward the road
between the groves.
.

THE FOLLOWING MORNING he accompanied Segundo to Albahaca in
the truck. He said he had decided to ask the girl in the post office to
write a'letter to Adon for him. Now, in the brightness of''a new day,
he appe~red to have lost his sadness. But he had little to say ,except to
remind Segundo once or twice not to drive so fast. "
iiI should be riding an old mare," he said, as the truck swerved to
avoid the rump of a cow grazing at the sid~ of the road. "In the;old
days a man rode more slowly, but he always got there too soon
anyway."
llHow goes Mama?"
,
"Like this truck. Last night she plastered her face with leaves. This ~,
morning her voice 'is like new. For God, she has nearly deafened me ~
with ltell Adon this, tell him that. . . .'" DOJ1 Rafa shook his head. '
HTell him to wear his saint's medal. Tell him to keep his money
knotted in a rag in a tin can. Tell him not to gamble at thejcockfights. . . .' Carrajo, he is 'po longer an infant."
HDoes she want him to come back?"
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"Who knows? J\t'Iost of the time I did not even hear what she
said-just the noise. I shall not tell him to come back. Let him work
hard, I say, and make himself into a man of importance. . . ." The
old one grinned, his eyes sharpening with a new light. "And what a
letter will be written. Three times the girl in the post office will have
to stop and rest-or may1?e more. At least three times she wiII have
to change the pens. And knowesfthat I shall'make her write to the
young devil?" His voice grew s nger against the rattling of the
olest me no more with his silly
truck. "Good, I shall tell him t
letters, nqt until he has made hin1§eIf into a doctor or a lawyer or
something-something more than a washer of dishes. For God, he
should need more than tin cans to hold his money."
He was still chuckling to himself when Segundo stopped the truck ~
before the post office, near the line of people waiting for the services
of the girl who wrote letters.
"How rare," said the old man when he had climbed down and
stood wrinkling his nose and blinking in the sun. "Today all the world ~
appears to have its little ~,?rrows."
tq
,/
To Segundo, the,tine seemed no longer than any other day. ~
LATER, wheI.l he 'returned after completing his other business of the
,l11Orning, helound Don Rafa ready to go home.
'
"''''How much, did it cost?" Segundf asked as the truck rolled out
of town.
"rothing, my s.on. It cost me nothing."
J..
.
"I didn't know she would write,a letter for nothing."
•
,1pe olc1(one did not appear to have heard him. "Sons. . . . How
many son~~ They come tiny and they go away big. How many have
, already ret1'ted before me to the high'JJlaces? Six or seven perhaps.
And eight or ten who died young and thus became little angels....
Thirty-nine given to the light. Truly, a piece of 'the world. Thus,
when I myself depart and begin to wander in'the high places of the'
rain so many'Shall I have to watch bver-Ad6n and the rest so scattered. Clearly, I shall be very occupied. . . ."
'~nd how much did the little stamp for Nueva York cost?"
Segundo asked impatiently.
Don Rafa nodded slowly, as if not certain that he cared to say anything, while the truck jogged along between the rows of coco palms.
Finally, he said, "Nothing. . . . No, my son, ~ waited for the others
and watched while t~e girl scratched their sorrows into~ the paper.
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. . .'" Segundo could see teardrops sparkling on his wrinkled brown
cheeks. But he was smiling as h~ wiped his eyes. "Thus have I come
once more to Albahaca, and only to please thy mother. But a letter
i§. only more sorrow. Therefore I did not molest mys~lf with it. Carra,'
I did not even speak to the girl who writes."
Segundo took one hand off the wheel, uncertain of what to say.
Then. he thought of Luisa Marfa and said, "Mama will feel the
spirits."
"Let her! ~et the spirits descend like a plague of gnats. . . ; Pe{haps I shall not even tell her. What does she .know
Of the loss'.of' .
. , , , z.
sons?"
"But Ad6n is not lost. In the States he-"
"hi the States he is lost. Never again in this life shall I see him.
Like t~e others before him, he is lost." .
Segundo shook his head, but remained silent, for he found' himself
wondering about his firstborn and the new one Monc~ta would soon
. give to the light. And he could follow his thoughts no further as they
flew wildly beyond him into the unknown.
,
"Why should I molest myself -with the letter?" said Don Rafa. "I ~
had nothing to say."
.
~

~

FROS?HER is the 'author of the novel, The Comforts of the
Damned, \\,~ich was published by Appleton-Century in 1960. Avon is
issuing a paperback edition of the book this spring. His stories have appeared in a number of periodicals and one was reprinted in Best American
Short Stories 1953. An editor as well as writer, Froscher was born in Puerto
Rico and now lives in New Jersey.
'WINGATE
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Prague Revisited
BY GEORGE P. SPRINGER

A TEENAGER, I left my home in Prague, March 11, 1939, three days
in advance of Hitler's occupation armies, and made my way safely to
the 9nited States. In 1945 I made my way back as an American G.I.,
only to find most of my family missing. Since that time, I have taken
periodic trips back to the "old country," most recently in 1966. I have
seen regimes cope and go. The Communist regime which came in
1948 has not g~e, but it has changed radically. Today's regime, which
eagerly seeks contacts and trade with the West, cannot be compared
to the one of fifteen years ago which was still under the sway of
Stalin's iron-fisted local henchmen.
Each of my visits has added to the fascination which an interested
~nd open-minded study Of people an~ institutions can provide over·
the span of a quarter-century.
, Communism in Eastern Europe today has developed dynamically
~ in directions character~ed by two related features: (1-1 ,th. decay of
• Moscow's centralized control of policy and ideology; and .( 2) the
emergence of nationalism as a recognized, integral part of Communist
thinking. Both these features were heresy under Stalin, a~d also stand
in starkest contrast with classical Marxist theory.
.
In Czechoslovakia today, one may. define Communism as the
political system develope<il by the Communist Party of CZ9choslovakia
which controls all.organs bf national and local govemmedt, and determines the atmosphere and mood inthe country.
Nothing can be as dry and'. abstract as a discussion of large-scale
economic, political, or social" developments. Contrariwise, human·
interest stories, no matter how banal, always plant a germ of empathy·
. in the casual onlooker. And so I propose to elucidate what a socia!.
worker would call case studies of four families living under Commun·
;ism. By this process, I hope to offer some insight into the workings of
the Communisr-system in one country. For obvious reasons, I use
fictitious names. In describing some of the people and their behavior,
I do not mean to imply that their lives are totally, or even principally,
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fanned by the political system under which they live. Though the
system pervades their lives, people react to it in different ways. Those'
of us who are parents of more than one child know very well how
even the same family setting can produce different individuals through
heredity, differences in age, and changing famjly conditions.
The four families are not of siVlilar age or background. That is why
I have chosen them. While I do "at- know all of them equally well, I
feel I know them well enough to be accurate in my descriptions, and
ev~ in some critical evaluatiOn.' All families live in Prague,. the
capita~ city of one million, though some of their children have moved
away.
Let me start with the young and successful, and dill them family
H.The head of the family, Dr. H., is a young scientist, around thirty
years of age, member of the Institute of Physical Chemistry of the
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. Mrs. H. is about the same age, a
trained and working practical nurse. There is a lovely little daught'er
three and one-half, and a 'new baby. Notwithstanding his youth,"))r.
H. enjoys an international reputation, and belongs to the privIleged
group of Czechoslovak citizens who are able to. travel ab.road, attend
professional conferences, and enjoy the contacts growing out of these
trips. He earns about $155 a month, his wife about $~po,' so that their
yearly income is a little over $3,000. How is it possible that 'successful
people are paid so poorly? At this point it is' olc~J.lfsepecessary to
describe currency conversion, and the cost of living.
Rents are less than half of what they would be here tor equivalent
hbusing. Food tends to be somewhat cheaper than here. Domestic
travel is cheap, but clothing and manufactured goods very ~xpensive.
This family has a new car, but gas is three times as expensive as here.
Yet even this privileged family lives in a bit of a financial bind.
~ The real problem of demonstrating the squeeze in which· people
live is that the official rate of exchange is totally unrealistic,-and rigged
for international trade. The official rate is seven crowns to the dollar.
At that rate, a dozen eggs cost almost two dollars. The tourist rate
which anyone with Western currency in his· pocket can obtain
officially, is twice that, fourteen crowDs to the dollar. By extrapolat.ing, one can then say that, at such a rate, prices become more comparable to the U.S. or Western Europe. But to complicate things
further, there i,s yet a third legal rate of exchange, which is thirtY~five
crowns to the dollar. Only what one gets in exchange for the dollar
is not the domestic currency, but a special currency called the Tuzex .....
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Coupon which entitles one to purchase, in special stores, high-quality
goods designed for oexport. All of Czechoslovakia yearns for Tuzex
Coupons as. we yearn for General Motors stock certificates' when inflation hits us. I ,was approached several times in the street with offers
to black-market these coupons at more than 35 to 1, but refused to
sell~ An example of the cost of living: I took a friend for lunch at a
hatel frequented now mostly by,foreigners; we had a drink and a full,
but not sumptuous, meal; the bill was one hundred crowns. For the
dollar-bearer this is cheap: three dollars at'the Tuzex rate, but for
family H. this means six or seven dollars, or more than two percent
of their monthly earnings, for just one good meal!
This family I have described as "successful," with both man and
. wife working, qnd a creche and grandparents. available to carefor the
three-and-a-half-year-old, and the new baby.': Fewer than fifty meals
like that would eat up their monthly earnings. How, then, could Dr.
H. save up enough to buy the car? He confided that without having
been abroad. and saving up a tidy sum in hard currency, through
parsimony and occasional honoraria for lectures, he could hardly have
swung it. So much about the car. HoW ab<jut·the house? This fainily
just moved to an apartment development on the outskirts of town.
The development consists of some twenty twelve-story apartment
units, constructed of prefabricated steel and concrete, which one se~
in fair number in the suburbs. These units are reminiscent of w,hat
the Federal Housing Authority has put up in many American cities
after sluPl clearance. The apartment has two bedrooms, a living room,
. a hall and combined kitchen-and-dining area. It also has built-in
closets, something totally new in continental Europe, where wardrobes are still standard. While the layout of the apartment and of the
whble development is not unattractive, still the. units are put up
cheaply and good workmanship is negligible. Some things don't function. In a similar brand-new apartment the toilet leaked and had to
be flushed by bucket. The walls ~re as thin as they are in modern
apartment houses in this country. The elevators are large enough to'
accommodate two people, without shopping bags. Built-in refrigera.... tors exist, but built-in stov~s, ovens, or disposal units are unheard of.
I 'have never seen a laundry machine or a dryer. Central heating is
provided from a central power plant for ~ch of the developments.
What about the dominant mood of the- H. family? I would
describe theH.'s as contented and cheerful. Dr. H. is a man of many
parts and has charm and'resourcefulness. He is extremely well read in

"
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the modem literature of many countries. He speaks English very
well, having twice spent some time in the United States and is confident of repeating the experience. There is no question. but that this
man, in any country west of the curt;tin, couldgeta job which. would
pay him five times in real earnings what he receives in Czechoslovakia.
This is -well known to him and to the authorities. And, for this
reason, while he is permitted to travel abroad, and his wife is per-,
mitted t9 vis~t him, all four members of the family are not permitted
to travel abroad simultaneously. To us, this seems a preposterous invasion of personal freedom. But Dr. H., whom I don't believe to 'be a
Communist, feels that there is some justice in this restriction. After
all, he was educated and trained in his country at -consigerable C01\t to !
'the taxpayer, ~nd this cannot now ~~ lost to the n~tion. I~dentally, ~
when one reads the German, or BntIsh, ,or CanadIan press, ~,
discovers their complaints about the scientific "brain-drain" to the
United States. But these countries dq not control the movement of
their citizens as severely as do the Iron Curtain countries..
Mrs. H. is a haridsome WOJ11an. When I first met. her shortly after
her arrival in this country on a visit to her husband some years ago, she
struck me as much more Communist indoctrinated than he. Now
that her foreign travels are. behind her, she struck me as less apt
to explain and defend certain restrictive measures and economic prob-'
lems under which she and her Husband live.
'In summary then, I would say that the family' H. in its own age
group, lives as well and as comfortably as the system allows. They are
able to make ends meet, though ~thout frills. Their ability to travel \,
abroad has provided them fulfillment of one of the most commonly
expressed wishes heard in the country. And their careers seem assured. '
: '
, The second family, family M., consists of a wi&owed mother, in her
.early forties, and two daughters, ages twenty-one and nineteen. Until
about 1952, this was also a successful family, Mr. M. being an engineer by.profession, and a highly s,uccessful, handsome, and popular
amateur ide-hockey player. Hockey is a sport which is as popular in
Czechoslovakia as in Canada. As a p1em~ of the best' ice-hockey
team, this man had occasIon to compete abroad on many occasions. On '
several trips to Switzerland, Austria, and Germany, sonie "members of \.
his,team defected to the West, but never Mr.M. One day in 1952 he
was accused and condemned of conspiracy and treason, ,and sent to
mine
uranium in the mines of Northwestern Bohemia,~ineteen fifty.
I
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two Was a year of purge in Czechoslovakia, the last year of Stalin's
reign, and full of terror. After five years, he received amnesty, returned
home, and started working again. But after two years it became evident tha~ he had conp-acted a deadly disease in the deep mine, probably as a result of radiation. At any rate, he gradually lost strength and
had to stop working. His wife, who is convinced of his innocence, attempted to s.upport the family by doing piece work on her home sewing machine while nursing her husband. Early in 1963 the husband
died. While he was in prison, the two daughters were constantly ostracized and discriminated against in school. The younger of them,
always highest-ranking in her class, was prohibited from entering a
special class for highly gifted students and from the national ballet
school until her mother made a terrible scene with local party officials, accusing them of worse crimes than the Nazis by taking the
alleged crimes of the father out on the children. Today, the mother
is a broken, person living on tranquilizers, has attacks of anxiety, and
is afraid to go among people, and barely keeps up with sewing to
make ends meet. When'her husband died, she had to give up their
apartII!ent, because with one person less in the family, the square footage allotment per person was so far in excess of her earnings that she
could not afford if. The state taxes any extra living space over and
beyond the per capita allotment at a geometric progression! One of
the daughters suffers from chronic headac4es; the .other one has become ,a successful dancer who is 'often on tour. This family has nothing
but utter conte1Jlpt for the system and the people who operate it.
,Though they voice these feelings, no measures are being taken againsf
them, so far as I could see. They live in a small but attractive apartment in the c~ter of town. But the head of the family, Mrs. M., lives
with her mem<&i~, a mere shadow of her former, lively self. Relatives
abroad often sendmoney and Tuzex cQupons to help her out. .
The third family, family N., are in their late sixties. Here, I have to
stretch a point in describing them as a family since Mr. and Mrs. N.
live together only sporadically at this time. Their only daughter is
married, lives out of town, and is largely out of contact with them.
Mr. and Mrs. N. used to be highly successful theater and film people
(specializing in light comedy and musicals) before and, shortly after
the second world war. Mr. N. has been described as the Czech Maurice Chevalier. They owned th~ir own t~eater, .maintained a reauti~ul
apartment full of art overlooking the nver, and drove an 'expenSIVe
car. In 1948, the year of the Communist take-over, their theater was
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nationalized, but they could continue working as employees of a new·
company superimposed on their organization. This did nof work out
very well;, and after a while they got into political trduble because of
their background and incompatibility with' the Communist way of
, doing~hipgs. For some years Mr. N. got nothing but bit roles, taught
for diminutive pay in the national drama school while Mrs. N. tried
to obtain translation work. They had to abandon their apartment for a
smaller one. Their car disappeared mysteriously, and t4ey couldn't
get compensation. Their adversity ac.ce!1tuated the differences ~etween
the couple, and they have for years'now wished to separate. But
separation and divorce aren't simple matters 'in Czechoslovakia because of the hon,:#ng shortage. (As of January 1966, there was a shortage of '15,000 ~p}lrtments in Prague alone:) In other words, what's
the use of separating if you have to go on living together in the same
, apartment? Czech lawyers, like doctors~ usually take only a c~ory
interest in their clients because they cannot accept gratuities and\re
on a salary, plus a bonus based on the number of clients they serve. In
other words, the premium is on speed-not thoroughness. Some years
ago, tw~nty doctors were convicted of taking gratuities frOB\ their
patients. Since that time, people seem to have become more cautious
in paying under the table, if they want ~special care or quick attention.
Mrs. N. is by nature a fighter, and totally uncomprising in her view
of the system. In her youth she was a highly successful professional
· photographer, a woman who had an excellent career. Now in her sixties, she finds it difficult to contemplate emigration, even if it should
be allowed.. She still has a few of her good things, btlt she feels and
says that the country is one large concentration camp. She has difficul·ty talking to people who either favor the regime, or benefit from it, for
· it has not brought her anything but retrenchment, losses, and disappointments. Last year, .Mrs. N. was allowed to visit a cousin in England. She said it was hard for her to stand the shock of freedom after
so many years. Mr. N., now almost seventy, has made something of a
.comeback on the stage and on the radio, but the couple do not seem
able to share this modicum of success. Rather, they seem bent on outfoxing each other in regard to their earnings and possessions, trying to
set the daughter against one another, and making frequent use.f)f the
free services of thelawyers.
The head of the fourth family, Family B., is a' journalist, close to
sixty. His. family consists of his wife, a son living away, i:ln eighteenyear-old daughter, an eighty-year-old mother. By tntining, Mr. B. is
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an engineer, and before World War II he worked in an automobile
agency which sold, among other makes, Ford cars. When Hitler in-,
vaded the country in March 1939, M~. B. packed a knapsack, and left
the country to fight the Germans, leaving wife and baby son behind.
After an odyssey through the Balkans and the Middle East, he joined
, up with the Free French, and later the British Forces, and, at the end
of the war, was a Major in the Czechoslovak Armored Brigade attached to the British. Be~ause of his patriotism and military success,
his training, and the fact that he spoke several languages fluently, he
,obtained a good job in. the Ministry of Foreign Trade in 1946. By
political affiliation, Mr. B. belonged to the Social Democrats, the so,called non-Communist left, akin to th: British Labor Party. In 1948,
after the Communist take-over, the Czech Social Democratic Party,
obviously under heavy pressure from the more powerful Communists,
voted to merge with them and Mr. B. thus became a member of that
party. The years of the early Fifties were extremely difficult ones in
Czechoslovakia, as I have already indicated in presenting the case of
widow M: The Russian-inspired purges were directed especially
against Jews, against people who had served the war years in the West,
and former Social Democrats. Mr. B. qualified on all these counts.
One of the people allegedly shot for high treason was a Czech general
under whom Mr. B. had served in the war, with whom he was
friendly, and who was the godfather of his daughter born in 1948. In
1952, Mr. B. was arrested and interrogated but not convicted. ,Nevertheless, he lost his job and was assigned another as -chief mechanic in
an automobile repair shop. This shop, however, was located some
twenty miles out of town. In order to get to work every morning, he
had to rise at five o'~ck, take a street car 'and a train. At night, he'd
get home at seven, totally eXthausted, Another family was assigned
one-thirdJof his apartment. To make ends meet, Mrs. B. went to work
in the kitchen of a factory _canteen. This life lasted for eight years. In
1960, B. was exonerated, in the course of the first great thaw, and got I
a job with, a monthly journal dealing with international affairs. In I
1966, he became editor-in-chief of this journal and now earns about
$3,600 a year. His wife, whose health was impaired by past,events, has I
now been able to'stop working.
'
,I
. When Y9u ask a man like this how, for instance, he regards those
eight years of unjustified misery inflicted upon him and his family by
the Party, and the system, his response is, "It could have been much
worse." He continues to feel that a system of superior social justice
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demands of each citizen certain sacrifices, until the system is perfected.
He is confident that the excesses of the Stalin era cannot recur, and
, that the trend toward liberalization fnternally and externally will' continue. Mr. B. is one of a handful of pepole who are privileged to read
the Western press. Despite recent liberalization,' 'OIle still cannot buy
Time, Life, or the European edition of The New York TipJes on news~ stands in Prague, but Mr. B. regularly reads them, as well as the great
West German papers, the French paper Le Mo~de, IzVestia, U.S.
News and World Report. Incidentally, he takes these papers home
too, where the family has ,access to them. He favors permitting the
sale of Western newspapers, but contends that this would create currency problems. He feels that this step depends in 'part ona further
abatement in the cold war. He 'also 4as the privilege of traveling
abroad, including trips to West Germany.
Meanwhile, his apartment is still shared with another family, with
all the loss of privacy and convenience that this implies. But he feels
he does not now want to push for changes. To bolster his income, he
also lectures in English and French to foreign students at the University who have not mastered the Czech language. He still owns his
twenty-five-y,ear-old car. Last year, it was being'revived by the same
garage where he served his eighf years of indenture. The family owns
.
acottage in the mountains where they go each summer.
Of the two children, the daughter hopes to go to the univ~rsity and'
become a biologist. In the meantime, however, she failed to gainapmission because competition for places is very keen everywhere, and
, her high-school record was not outstanding. So, while waiting" for
another chance she works as a lab assistant for about $60 a month.
Politically, the young lady seems rather well indoctrjnated and aII though she spent last summer with relatives in England, said she
~ould not live there. The son~ who failed to finish medical scho,ol, is a
rabid enemy of the Party and the system. He, too, now works as a
lab assistant, but he claims he hasn't enough money to b~y a new
pair of shoes. All young B. can think of is leaving the country. He
and many other Y01Jng people have an, idealized pictUre of the West,
and tend to think in terms of the easy buck and the shiny automobile.
"Butyoung B. realizes that to escape illegally may cast another shadow
over his father's' career. All this leads to cer~in tensions and some
rather heated discussions when the two meet.
The eighty-year-old mother, who shares the three~room apartment
with ~he family, lives in a certain serenity and amazing good health.
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She likes to talk of the olden days before W o'rld \Var I, and before the
Second World War, when life was more elegant and people kindeLm
each other. She receives a diminutive pension-diminutive, because
herson earns relatively well. She also receives some help and packages
from a sister living in the West.
The apartment where this family lives used to be one of the really
handsome, high-ceilinged ones overlooking the river but the house
has fallen into disrepair. This was the kind of house built eighty years
ago where household activity was predicated on the presence of a
cook.and a maid in each of the six apartments. Each room has a coal
stove but in winter only the living room, which also serves as the
dining room, is heated. The-two bedrooms are notheated. The family
has become used to this form of primitive living. Mrs. B. does the
cooking in a makeshift kitchen, converted from a pantry after the
other family moved in. Old Mrs. B. does some of the cleaning.
These are the. living conditions for a family whose breadwinner
must be counted among the more amply rewarded.
Why is it that even the more successful people must struggle so
hard to make ends meet? The only explanation I can give is that the
system is so rigged as to prevent both absolute poverty and relative
wealth. One of the startling things is the absence of positive incentives
for people to perform, though this seems now to be under review.
The only incentives used so far have been negative, i.e., fear of denunciation for' sloppy .work or irregular attendan.ce. But under normal'
circumstances, wages are drawn regardless of individual effort. I was
told that some people, in frustration, engage in a subtle form of
sabotage by following regulations to a T. There i~of course, in
Czechoslovakia, a famous literary model, for this kind of behavior,
stemming from the First World War, when Good Soldier Shveyk
'. nearly wrecked the Imperial Austrian Army through his smart-alecky
stupidity. One sometimes hears now in conversation that "so-and-so is
pulling a Shveyk.". The fact is that one's earning potential is highly
limited by a regime which seems to regard social equality far more
important than productivity. So it happens that the salary difference
between the most menial job and a highly taxing professional job is no
more -than a factor of six. Within this narrow 'band, all salaries move
jn a tightly controlled set of salary schemes and corresponding titles.
I t goes without saying that everyone is salaried and that investment,
other than through state savings banks, is impossible. Nor can one
legally earn money on the side without approval from the mayor's
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office. Services are hardest hit by these restri~ions. To get a plumber
through normal channels, that is, by application to the plumber's
union, is a lengthy process, and to bribe one to come on his own, is
not without danger. To change jobs without official sanction is totally
impossible.
,
The cumulative. bureaucratization of life explains, at least to me,
the high frustration level at whi~h most people live in this system.
The frustration, in turn, tends to turn. people against one another.
One hears about many instances of expressed envy and suspicion. In
situations where so many families must live so closely together, conflicts naturally arise. It is not at all unusual to hear that a neighbor will
complain to the police about so.me picayune annoyance before asking
his neighbor to remedy the situation first. It does not alleviate the
Czech's frustration to be exposed nowadays to' a great many tourists
from the West. These people are courted' in every conceivable way,
given the best hotels, and fantastic breaks on currency exchange. The
Czechs know that they are paying the bill for this,' at least in part,
and they resent b~ng told that the best seats or tables .are reserved for
foreigners. More6ver, there is no longer a prohibition against listening to foreign broadcasts. The Voice of America is listened to, as is
the BBC. West German and Austrian radio stations are ,perfectly audible in Prague even on the smallest receiver. Vienna TV can be
watched all along the southern border o~oravia, and many people
watch the news because Czech news cover\ge on TV is inferior. I
watched a six o'clock news broadcast which concentrated heavily on
m'eetingsbetween party functionaries in various parts of the country.
On the other hand, I should report that on my previous visit, which
, occurred on the day after, the Kennedy assassination, the news covt!rage on Prague radio was extremely complete and factual. In copJrast
to the broadcasts in East Germany which put heavy emphasis' on a
Fascist or' extreme rightist plot to assassinate the PresiClent, the
Czechs allowed themselves no such hypotheses. So, there are some
positive aspects to the news media. I also watched a children's program on TV presenting a story by Hans Christian Andersen, which
was' extremely well done. Czech films nowadays enjoy a good
reputation in .Europe and in the United States. (See Life, Vol. 62,
No, 3: January 20, 1967, pp. 3, 77-87.) They've taken over from'the
, Italians some of the stark realism of such famous classics as the
"Bicycle Thief," or "Two Women," and have applied it to their own .
situation. The result has been some rather startlingly honest treat<
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ments of the difficulties people are ha~ing with each other and the
system. One of the famous long-run movies dealing with the problems
of youth is "The Adventures of a Blonde." This concerns a pretty,
young worker whose shoe factory is located miles from nowhere. The
problem is how to bring men into the lives of two tho~sand girl
employees. The factory manager persuades the army to station two battalions nearby, but when the train bearing these soldiers arrives
amidst great fanfare, the men turn qut to be middle-aged reservists,.
most of them marrie~. From there the story moves to how this girl is
ensnared by a young pianp player who invites her, after a night together, .to join him in Prague. One night, ta:king him seriously, she
shows up at his parents' apartment while he is playing a job. What
ensues is tragi-comic, but very well done. She winds up a few days
later behind her bench in the shoe factory, pasting labels into shoes.
The film, so it is said, gives a realistic statement of the problems
• which young people nowadays face in Czechoslovakia: a lonely and
routine life, 'Yithout too much hope for variety and excitement.
There is considerable experimenting with new art forms, and some
of the pantomime groups which perform to packed houses are famous
throughout Europe. The National Theatre's repertoire includes Arthur
Miller's "After the Fall." The bookstores are full of translations of
Western novels. Kafka is no longer taboo, and is the subject of much
discussion in the papers and at conferences of literary critics. Karel
Capek, the great Czech writer of the First. Republic, is no longer cQndemned as a petty bourgeois, as he was four or five years ago. Censorship is rrwch more lax, and no longer technically carried out by a I
central orgap. P.oetry is avidly read by the young intellectuals and
universi.ty sthdents, and volumes of the better-known YQung writers I
are usually out of print within two days of publication.'
I
People seem to be adequately dressed and occasionally one sees a
whman elegaritly attired. But Prague fashions are in no way comparable to the stunning elegance in Berlin, or in Milan. In Prague one
sees no beggars or loiterers, but also no m!irth or laughter in night
cl~bs. A certain reserve and caution seem to pervade all of life.
The great question which I keep asking myself is: Can people live
this way with any degree of happiness? The answer is obviously not
simple. It is clear that people live, for purely personal reasons, in great
unhappiness also in the free world. We have unemployed people living
in poverty and frustration. What I would say, however, is that the
Communist system as I have observed it, undoubtedly places addition1
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al burdens on one's personal resources needed to achieve a balanced
and yrmonious existence. If there are conflicts latent in a family, any
system which, through design or inadvertence, puts severe limitations
on freedom of action, which limits the number of alteinativesopen to
people, c:(mnot do anything but aggravate these conflicts. Fortunately,
or unfortunately,. people after some years become ~ccustomed to their
restrictions. Some people in Prague found it hard to understand th9t
in moving from Yale to The University of New Mexico I had not been
transferred from one university to another, but had exercised a free
choice. Others were flabbergasted to learn that I did not have to check
in with the Albuquerque police as soon as I moved from Connecticut,
that I can move from job to job without having this noted in my
citizen's pass book. I should note, in fairness, that some of these
police controls date back further than the Communist state. Some
I existed as far back as 1900 when this area was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. But what seems to have happened is that Parkinson'S
law has worked with a vengeance; with each change of system, incll,lding Nazi occupation, new controls and m~asures have been instituted,
ina pyramiding of paperwork and stamps.'
) . The native lives with this spider web of official entanglements day
and night. I myself got totally entangled in this sort of thing at the
, airport 'in. Prague on the day of my departure. I had saved up some of
these special Tuzex Coupons to use in the Duty-Free Shop to which
one has access after customs and passport control. fn 1963, when I
had been there before, I had used these coupons, but this time I was
informed they were not acceptable. Therefore I asked how I could get
my fiye-dollars-worth of coupons exchanged? I was told it would be
,difficult. It took much insistence on my p~rt, plus a special escort by
an airport employee past the passport ~md customs people to the bank
at the other en'\ff the hall which would accept coupons in exchange
for dollar currency. I barely. made my flight. As we headed southwest
over the Alps, I once again ;ealized how fortunate I was to be free to
leave for my home in the United States.
'Now Dean of the Graduate School at the University of New Mexico,
GEORGE P. SPRINGER was born in PragJwas educated there, in London
and at Columbia and Harvard universiti~l He holds degrees in musicology
and linguistics, has taught a"variety of s~bjects and is published widely in
many professional journals. Most recently, before coming to UNM, he was
Assistant Dean of Yale University Graduate School.
;
\
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J>. RANGE OF POEMS; by Gary Snyder. London: Fulcrum Press, 1966. 163
pp. 35 s.
~.
Just as the shaman's songs are the essential statement of a particular
life-rhythm, so these poems 'image' the rhythms of Mr. Snyder's life: ,"I've
come to realize that the rhythms of my poems follow the rhythm of the
physical work I'm d0ing and the life I'm leading at any given time.'~·The
poems have a ritualistic exactness by way of simple,' rich language:
One granite ridge
A tree, would be .enough
Or even a rock, a small creek,
A bark shred in a pool.
Hill beyond hill, folded and twisted
Tough trees crammed
In thin stone fractures
A huge moo~ on it all, is too much.
"Piute Creek"

Mr. Snyder wants to:
Lay down these words
Before your, mind like rocks.
"Riprap"

The poem is "a cobble of stone laid on steep slick rock/to make' a trail for
horses in the mountains," a riprap.
First day of Spring and I've been wrestling with Snyder's book since
Fall. There is a clearing, I crawl into its senses:
Green comes out of the ground
Birds squabble
Young girls run mad with the pine bough,

10
"Logging,"

1

A green limb hangs in the crotch
Of a silver snag,
Above the Cats,
the skidders and thudding brush,
Hundreds of butterflies
Flit through the pines.
"Logging,"
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Deer don't want to die for me.
I'll drink sea-water
Sleep on beach pebbles in the rain
Until the deer come down to die
in pity for my pain.
"Hunting," 8
One moves continually with the consciousness
Of that other, totally alien, non human:
Humming inside, like a taut drum,
Carefully avoiding any direct thought of it,
Attentive to the real-world flesh and stone.
"Burning,"

2

Riprap for the reader. The sense ~s of an America that is difficult to find 7
1967. Mountains and deserts of the West hanging on against the cities:
a soft continuous roar
com~s out of the far valley
of the six-lane highway-thousands
and thousands of cars
driving men to work
"Marin-an"

Mr. Snyder has given us perhaps}he final 7 significant statement about this
,:America: loggers7 the deer and bear7 drinking snow water from a'tin CUP7
men at work on the land 7 men in touch with a nonmechanical landscape.
The mood of the poems is only occasionally bitter., The poet here)snot
political. His engagement is with the nonpolitical terms of life,~ithin the
world 7 and how a man might know it best.
'
As a Buddhist and student of Zen 7 Mr. Snyder has successfuly prepared
a joyful eye arid ear7 has made himself recept!r~to the forces not things
of love. "Never own anything you can't leave out in the rain. 17 This includes
your soul: / '
THE POLITICIANS

Running around here & there
stirring up trouble and bothering people
a bunch of lushes~
fern leaves and cloud:
the world was so chilly and darkBefore long that sort
will up and rot all. by them;\:""s
and be washed away by th~~~i:--
and afterwards, only green fern •.
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And when humanity is laid out like coal
somewhere 'fIAe earnest geologist
will note'them in his notebook.

- W illiam Harris
A fomer editor of Ante, a Los Angeles literary magazine, William 'lIarris's Poems
1965 was published by Duende, Placitas, N.M.

THE TRAVELING OUT AND OTHER POEMS, by Lucile Adler. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 64 pp. $3.95.
..:
.'

At a time ",hen so much poetry has become nothing 'more than an
intellectual game, when it often 'bafRes and alienates with its la.pored
images and heavy irOlJ(es, when it is chisel:d to the perfecti.?n of tecIiniq~e
or sprawls, bl~f~rmless-at such a bme readers comm:g upon LucIle
~dler's first book will be delighted with its clear voice, its directness and
simplicity.
Interestingly enough, though Mrs. Adler's' work has appeared in maga·
zines for a number of years,. The Traveling Out contains mostly unpublished pieces, a fact which may bafRe those readers who judge such a book
not by its quality but its credits. In this first book, Mrs. Adler has brought
together poems which' sho~. a remarkable evenness, a deft style, a wide
range of 'emotion and subject matter, and a skillful and unobtrusive hand·
ling of technique.
.
.
The essential delight in these poems comes from two qualities: most of
them are unassuming and quiet (so much so that they are deceiving at
times), and again and again the very best ones put themselves in jeopardy
on every .page. While the chances they take may be no greater than those
, courted by any other writer, such ~azards are the poet's own; indeed, most
of the pieces place themselves' in danger, approach what in a lesser poet
would be failure, yet Jurvive. And they survive and prosper through what
they are and what they say.
In "Whisper for a Daughter," what is said to a young girl .might well
be said of this poet:
. . . the heart that nests
In your mouth will fly
Out; it will ,have straight wings,
And it will honor all the silences
Rising to meet it.
\
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Which is what these poems do! For as they explore and suggest, they
become poems of praise-in "The Stone Bird and. the Real," for that
which is art and life; in "Country School," for lessons abou~ "the fields
outside where kernels of corn spinel And the gnarled apples .are_dying.";
in "Certainties," for words that "grow wings in the bone"; or in "Portrait with Lemon .Leaves" (a good example of the poet'.s scenic approach),
praise for our~as both the artist and Mrs. Adler paint usLet our hair, caught by scraps
Of jay blue ribbon,' flaunt brightness
When we lean under lamplight true
As homes lit by those who risk love:

And "those who risk love:" (often placed in the foreground of a desolate and impersonal landscape) -they are the ones who achieve wpat the
poet says in another poem: "We must walk outside ourselves'; Who love
to stay." Yet taking such a walk means confronting the world and ourselves, whether it is children wondering about a bird, an adult- 'talking to
a child, a woman thinking about a neighbor, a couple about to be married,,,
a viewer observing a painting, or people watching an "ordinary daughter." .
Mrs. Adler's book wants us to take such a journey, where the commonplace
becomes unique and the eye finds wonder.
This risk and joy of love is perhaps best seen in the title poem:
I wonder, since we are both traveling out,
If we m~y go together? Thank y~u.
You may be sure you will be alone
)'
And private as though I were no one;
God knows, I do not wish to increase your burden.
Naturally,. these airports, these blinding cities,
And foundry lights confuse you, make you
More solitary than the sight of. one lost lamp
Across a bare land promising life there,
Someone over that field alone and perhaps
Waiting for you. That used to be th~ way.

I

The remaining stanzas bring the lovers together, each in his "solitary"
being, and move from cities to "hordes of stars," where in a Whitmanesque
vision they become one, where both the movement of the poem and the
lovers "walk outside" themselves.
'
There are many other fine poems here-"Long Ago," "Duenna t<f Her
Charge," "Desert Almanack," "The Lonely N~ghbor:' "A Tre,!ty of
r
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Liberation," "A Wedding Near Pilar," "A Cool Place to Go," "Anita with
White Lilacs," and "Good Night."
. If there are flaws along the way (several of the poems leave their
silences for wordiness, try too hard; some few are flat while others seem
undisciplined), they are part of the dangers, the traps, the risks Lucile
Adler is willing to take, must have taken, to give us this book; they are
what must be encountered when we travel and enter. other houses as a
"guest," .as someone who occupies other selves-and us-to give us our~
sclv~.
.
Like "Who Love to ~tay," most op the poems "carve out praise like
art."
-Philip Legler
.
.
Philip Legler's poems have appeared in many publications. His book, A Change of
View, was issued by the University of Nebraska Press.

CYCLES, by Larry Goodell. Pla~itas, N.M.: Duende Press, 1966, n.p.
FABLES & TRANSFIGURATIONS, by Howard McCord. San Francisco: Kayak
Press, 1967. 52 pp., n.p.
"There is no one to tell this to," writes Howard McCord in a poem
called "The Spirit Dream." And in his "Cycle Poem" (three 14-inch sheets
glued together into one. endless sheet), Larry Goodell says "starting
Q!
anywhere."
That's the way it has to be: If there's no one to tell it to, and since you
have to tell it, better start anywhere.
A tricky beginning for ~his review, making an alloy like that; not a device
to be developed any further. But consider the "deviousness" of these two
poets, for whom the writing of poems is as difficult as it is natural; difficult
b~cause there are so few others who would consent to listen while 'they
reveal themsclves. Reveal themsclves, yes; but' McCord and Goodell are
not "confessional" poets. On th~ co.ntrary, they celebrate themselves and
the problems of their lives. No whining, no mea culpa, no prayers for
absolution. That is the sense in which they are tricky. They make company
outlof loneliness, New Orl~ns' wakes out of funerals.
Goodell's prosody is the more open of the two; almost anything can
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get into his poepls. He apparently has taken Charles Olson at his word:
Don't 'categorize experience, just let it happen. Goodell's poems re;lllyare
kinetic, they' are fragments of energy; they move. The experience Goodell
writes' about in a particular poem dOes not end; it is not summed up; it
is invaded by other suggestions, other experiences; it goes on.
The aforementioned "Cycle Poe~" is a round-and-around monologue,
"an obligatory recitative," full of puns. Recitative because it is composed
while a Schoenberg record is on, in the interstices between ear 'and music.
The music is the background of the poem as well as a subject for commentary (a device Goodell uses more than once, as if the spinning record
also sets a-spin the free flow of remembered, visceral 'experience). The
paper in the typewriter is also itself a background: .
and I have
3 times 14 inches
stuck together
around the
roller

I

I,;

I' ,
,

J.

"~

,

But the main experience of the poem is sexual:
e
d

t
s
how many more inches
to getJIlyself to function
the way they all they all

yap

. say I
should

And before that, or later on:
two
separate tubes
insidethe .
, 'penis

!

bass clarinet
why all that
import ;.
a cylindrical tube with moderately flaring end
a strong
flexible

'" '" '"

but there are 2 bassoons
a contra-bassoon
4 hours/3 trumpets/3 trombones/& tuba
\
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Music, poem, sex-intimately interwoven, the poem s.eeming to occur
as it happens, as the music, the sex, the poem itself. flow through, flood, the
poet's body. It would be a mistake, though, to. assume that, Goodell is
involved solely with himself alone, or merely with the process: of writing
a po.em. What he is concerned with is the widest gamut of experience he
cap handle: friends, children, love, sickness, scene-and food. Always food,
not as gluttony but as aesthetic context, as a .means toward the sharing
of experience:
I offered them
beer
and made some tea
hot spiced cider

* * *
the cinnamon

thank God

thru the curtain

* *. *

.\

J

I'm hungry, she said
the baby cookies 'disappeared
she dug her hand into the cashew nuts

* * *
pouring coffee as they come in

McCorCl also dep~nds on the personal, and to some extent on the writing
about food; this must be a way of inviting the reader ~ a manner of .
saying: Look, at least we have this in common. But McCord's experiences
come'to summation, and extraordinarily good summations most of them
are. The poems are mote intrinsic to place than Goodell's, though they
are not confined to the particular locale: "Nez Perce/Sahaptin country"
extends all the way to Viet Nam.
Licentious, vulgar greed
and the white skin of Satan are not new
and if Viet Nam is unspeakable
its total antecedent
is- (in this local space)
the Treaty of 1855
violated by the Treaty of 1863
(the white shits had found gold in the Wallowas'
and the vicious exile 1877-19°4
of Joseph

There is the overriding conviction in McCord's poems that the white
man's civilization, in America at least, is diseased beyond hope of recovery.
He finds his personal roots in the,Indian lore which attaches to the surroun~s he frequented as a youth and whi~h he still inhabits. His work
is by no means another glorification of the "noble savage"; it is a contrast

...
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of ritual, that of the Indian's versus the white man's. In this contest the
white man is no match for his predecessor on the land. Witness the poem
"The Months of the Tribe" :
Some years there is a month, deep in winter,
when a man does nothing
but curse and drink.
Before the last snow clears young men
are sent out to endure
and young women are shown
the secrets of coupling. They dance.
In the month of chaos the earth is killed
and men riot to bring it to life.
A wild month, full qf pain and noise
and finally joy.

For these trials the white man has substituted the artifacts of convenience, from m\:chanical harvesters to the sexual fant-asia of Silver Screen,
TV screen and smokescreen. There is no "month of chaos," just a few
hours when the lights black out in New York City. Nor is there the joy. On!y sometimes on the dance floor, when the white folks shed their skins
and for a time resemble Indians.
McCord is at his finest when he is writing about Indians and Indian
country, about himself and his relationship to nature. (He is more ordinary
in the love poems and the more reflective poems.) To the former subjects
he adds a 'pinCh of history, a current reference, a .quote from Pound or
St. Paul, a notation about Greece and Rome. Nothing pedantic, in his
hands,just enough to putthe matter into fresher perspective.
A case in point is "Fables & Transfigurations," the title poem of the
book. It is autobiographical, but what is astonishing about it is how,
McCord is able to define himself in terms of antecedents-literary (Blake,
Hopkins, Rimbaud), religious, philosophical, the mapmaker Bowditch-so
simply and, it would seem, justly. What issues from this is more than a
picture of a man, Howard McCord; it is a diagnosis: of the way toward
health in these tim~ and in this place, and of the hard cost:

j

,

'J

;)

,

;ij~
11
II
'\

!l

r

Time and perception and memory,
an order scalded by life, and the humbug
truth of making it
/ every day.
Keep confusing the dimensions.
The books.
That's why I need Bowditch,
or Saint Paul.
I'm always right on the edge.
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There's this life in me
that's carrying a rifle
and a pack and is off
somewhere-Mexico, the Gobiand its mind is just intent
on the country. No memories,
no place it's come from,
and just going to the mountains.
I don't even know what language it speaks.

-Gene Frumkin

Ii

Gene Frumkin, formerly a teacher at UCLA and now a member of the English faculty
at UNM, is a poet whose work has appeared in a number of magazines. The late Alan
Swallow published his first book of verse. The magazine Coastlines was founded and
edited by Frumkin.
'

STITCHES IN TIME, by Florence A. Dietz. Francestown, N. H.: Gelden
Quill Press, 19 65. pp. $3-

87

,

r

I am impressed by the high technical standard maintained throughout
'" this book of verse. One can read it from cover to cover without becoming
~.~,bored, since it is richly varied in style as well as subject matter. The poet
{~:has a wide range of techniques at her command and knows how to
'7,.- _" ci · integratetthe form <;>f a poem with its content.
, 'j~c), _UnJikeymjny of the poetry books published nowadays by traditionalists
; ':cas well at'Ultramodems, STICHES IN TIME is interesting throughout. The
"social consciousness" poems in the book differ in their finely chiselled
J< art from much of the social-protest poetry written today. Many of the.
social-protest poets say the same things over and over in the same flat,
~prawling idiom; after reading two or three pages, one feels parched instead
~ of replenished, bored instead of excited. The trouble with much of contemporary social-protest· verse is that its technique is neither original nor
'varied en~ugh to move the reader esthetically, even if he agrees with its
message. By contrast, ~ne feels' esthetically, emotionally, and intellectually
refreshed upon reading STITCHES IN TIME. Ezra Pound defined poetry
,as "news that stays new." This book is full of such news.
•
Like the movements of a symphony, the sections of the book are'
independent yet interrelated. Indeed, its four-part organization suggests a
II>
symphonic structure; there is a strong musi~l undercurrent in Mrs. Dietz's
poems. Some of her best involve music and the dance: "Ballet of Atoms,"
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i "Ghost Flute," "Fugue of the Rhythms," "Music in' the Asylum," and
r: "No Jazz on Snnday." The last-named poem; describing a child's
II visit to a stripteaser's home, poignantly explores the child's dawning awareness of sex. The poem suggests the conflict b~een healthy sensual values
and deeply rooted puritan traditions.
Mrs. Dietz draws upon all the arts for analogies and metaphors' to
expess an individual poetic vision. Like Yeats, who drew inspiration from
the sister arts of music, painting, and sculpture, she has the sensitive ear
of a musician and the strong visual imagination of a painter. In his essay,
"An Answer to the Question: What Is Poetry?" Leigh- Hunt wrote:
"Poetry includes whatsoever of painting can be made visible to the mind's
• eye and whatsoever of music can be made audible without singing or instrumentation...." Some of her poems have the vividness of painting and
the melodic wealth of musical compositions.
Mrs. Dietz uses rhyme and traditional meters in many of her poems;
however, her metaphors suggest the influence of the Imagists. IIi one poem,
"A bronze oak leaf curls / a fist upon my doorstep:" In another, "We
opened eyes of lead:' "Death Is a Skyscraper" is a gripping poem built
around a single metaphor.
STITCHES IN TIME is a moving and memorable book.
-Alfred Dorn

secret

J'

'

~ .

Alfred Dom, recently the recipient of th-e Doctor of Philosophy at New York University, has n'ot only taught at several colleges, but has published poetry, criticism and
articles in a large number of magazines. NMQ has published a number of his reviews
in past issues.
1;

LIVE OR D!f' by Anne Sexton. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966.
~~~

I

,

In Live or Die, Anne Sexton continues to create a poetry all her own.
Though in many ways similar to To Bedlam and Part Way Back and to
All My Pretty Ones, thi~ new book focuses more intensely on the poem
as process and on that process as it discovers both the destructive and
creative elements in us all.
For the most part these are poems in ~hich Mrs. Sexton's craft is so
perfect, so seemingly effortless and natural, that the reader cannot praise
~ them enough. They do. what the poet herself once said her ,pqpns should
\ do-open up, go way out, and then close in. Many of theStrict, formal
patterns established in To Bedlam and in All My Pretty Ones are now
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thrown off; in Live or Die the formal control is still present, but the. pat·
terns are much freer, are more intrinsic to the emotional states the poems
suggest. T~ernCallY' then, in the best pieces the line lengths, the rhythms,
the occasioal rh~es are never imposed upon the material but, as Frost
has said of. etry, ride easy in harness.
.
Yet the reader who is fascinated with SUGh a mastery of technical problems will, if he is careful and thoughtful, give attention to the voice; for
while spme critics have suggested echoes of W. D. Snodgrass and Robert
Lowell, Mrs. Sexton's voice is always her own. Perhaps· the only direct
influence she might wish to acknowledge is found in her approach: she has
learned from Snodgrass that poet\y can be personal, that it can and must
tell the truth.
And the truth is here!-shaped in a language that cries out, that sings
of what man is, of what we are. In "Flee on Your Donkey" ( a major work
for the ,poet), the speaker returns to a mental institution to discover the
futility of such a place, of such a state of-mind.. . But that vtry state, that
knowing madness, asks some questions:
Hornets have been sent.
'Fhey cluster like floral arrangements on the screen.
Hornets, dragging out their thin stingers,
hover outside, all knowing,
hissing: the hornet knows.
I heard it as a child
bub what was it he meant?
The hornet knows!
What happened to Jack and Doc and Reggy?
\Vho remembers what lurks in the heart of man?
\Vhat did The Green Hornet mean, he knows?
Or have I got it wrong? \
Is it The Shadow who h~d seen
me from my bedside radio?

I'

.... r

The poet knows!-an example of how she can take something very f~iliar,
something unreal and stereotyped, and give to it a new meaning. All of us
"heard it as a child" but have not wanted to admit such knowledge.
Many of the poems dramatize how we. destroy ourselves and others. In
"Man and Wife"-

-

J

Now they are together
,
like strangers in a two-sea~eruthouse,
eating and squatting toge er.
They have teeth and knee
but they do not speak.
A soldier is forced to stay with a soldier
because they share the same dirt
and the same blows.
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Mrs. Sexton never let~ $; the poems delivering such "blow&," such brilliantly conceived images. In another piece, "Self in 1958," the narrator as
"a plaster doll" confides that
I live in a doll's house
with four chairs,"
a counterfeit table, a flat roof
and a big front door.
Manv have come to such a small crossroad.
Ther~ is an iron bed
(Life enlarges, life takes aim) _
a cardboard floor, .
windows that flash open on someone's city,
and little more.
~

The discovered reality is not the joy of fife; it is not the 'joy of cooking, for
Someone plays with me,
plants me in the all-electric kitchen,
Is this what Mrs. Rombauer said?

So the destructions go on and on-the killings, the .mutilitations- in the
prisons and closets and men:t0ries of the self: "Cripples and Other Stories"
is an ironically grotesque ballad in which a patient addresses her "father~
doctor" (psychiatrist), saying
'.
(.
Each time I give lectures
or gather in the grants
you send me off to boarding school
in training pants.

And the child'.s world returns, a world crippled and maimed, twisted and
horrifying.
But it is "The Addict"-one of the finest poems in the book-in which
the poet finds her most striking metaphor for contemporary man, for his
fascination with s~f-destruction, with death, with hell. We are all addicts,
giving ourselves up to hate, love, deadly illusions, fears;y.re· are all masochists trying to survive on "sweet pharmaceutical bottles"; we are living on
some kind of drug:
My supply
of tablets
has got to last for years and years.
I like them more than I like me.
Stubborn as hell, they won't let go.
It's a kind of marriage..
It's a kind of war
where I plant bombs inside
'of myself.
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There are life-giving forces, too, the poem "Live" finding them in the
gift of creation, in the sunlight world where
God! It's a-dream,
loyers sprouting in the yard
like celery stalks
and better,
a husband straight as a redwood,
two daughters, two sea urchins,
picking roses off my hackles,

It's a world where-instead of being "an instant cripple" or "an addict,"
"a killer, / anointing myself daily / with my little poisons."I'm an empreSS,
I wear an apron,
My typewriter writes,
It didn't break the way it warned,

And the empress lives: in the poem "The Sun," where "Now I am utterly
given, / lam your' daughter, your sweet-meat,";'in "Somewhere in Mrica,"
where a death is celebrated but "Let there be this God who is a woman
who will place you / upon her shallow boat,"; in "Sylvia's Death" (for
Sylvia Plath), where there is the perception that "what is your death /
but an old belonging, / a mole that fell out I of one of your poems?", the
dead friend seen as a "funny duchess?"; in "Your Face on the Dog's Neck,"
where a woman concludes that '\1 will crouch down / and put my cheek.
near you, / accepting this spayed and flatulent bitch you hold,". And in
the moving "Little Girl, My String Bean, My Lovely Woman," where a
mother tells her daughter .
Oh, darling, let your body in,
let it tie you in,
in comfort.
WJ!at I want to say, Linda,
is that women ~re born Jwice.

1

And after conjuring the ma~roots ahd sprouts of growthOh, little girl,
my stringbean,
how do you grow?
You grow this way..
You are too many to eat.

What poet wouldn't give years to have found those lines!
. Live or Die is a beautifully fashioned book. It is strong

stuff~

-:Philip Legler

)
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by Robert Lowell. Drawings by Sidney Nolan. New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1967. i25 pp. $6.
NEAR THE OCEAN,

In his prefatory note to Near the Ocean, Robert Lowell comments on the
apparently ~parate themes of his e,cellent new,collection of "imitations"
and original poems: "How one jumps from Rome to the America of my
own poems is something of a mystery to ine. Perhaps' the bridge is made
by the brilliant drawings of Sidrtey Nolan." Whether Mr. Lowell has his
tongue in cheek, or whether the links among poems are in~d fortuitous,
the book clearly has a unity independent of its artwork, a u~ supplied by
the poet's consistent vision of human P9ssibilities. For Lowell, both
America and Rome are formidable but corrupt societies, whose very stature
and power make any breakdown of order all the m'ore' terrifying.. In "J uvenal's Rome"
'
,

,F

If you take a walk at night,
carrying a little silver, be. prepared
to think each shadow hides a knife or spear.
("The Vanity of Human Wishes") .

And in Lowell's New York,
We beg deli,nquents for out life. '
Behind each bush, pe~haps a knife; .
each landscaped cragl ea9h flowering shrub,
hides a policeman with' a club.
.
. ("Central Park")

If the Empire was tormented by
r
War souvenirs and trophies riailed to treeS,
a cheek strap dangling from a clobbered helmet,
a breastplate, or a trireme's figurehead,
or captives weeping on the victor's arch . . . ,
("The Vanity of Human Wishes")

Our own world is equally filled with senseless horror:
.
Wars
flicker, earth licks its open sores,
fresh breakage, fresh promotions, chance
assassinations, no adVance.
'
Only man thinning out his kind . . . .
("Waking Early Sunday Morning")
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By juxtaposition, Lowell's concern for the specific problems of his own
country-Viet Nam ("small war on the heels of small/ war") and the
arrogance of power ("until the end of time/ to police the earth"), civil
rights and police brutality ("A ~tringy policeman . . . counts his bullets
liJce beads" )-is effectiv~ly related to a broader picture of man's continuing
folly.
. .
,
However, altheugh Lowell is here more frequently than ever involved in
humanity's agony, his poetry, as always, centers on the individual'~ E.rivate
hell; close beneath the surface of society's massive failures is the more personal failure of love. Cut off from both God and man, the individual's
.->
isolation is the true catastrophe, perhaps the root of all others.
. In the past, in poems .such ~s "Skunk Hour," Lowell has demonstrated
his ability to fuse the imagery of spiritual and physical love, of religious
experience and sexual desire,' but nowhere so successfully as in the fivepoem sequence that gives this book its title. The first poem, "Waking Early
SundrY Morning," begins with the poet's wish to be like a
~

~

chinook
salmon jumping and falling back,
nosing up to the impossible
stone and bone-crushing waterfall.

Appropriately embodied in a fish driven-beyond its capabilities by the urge
to procreate, here is Lowell's image of the torturous struggle of the spirit, of
man's effort to reach God. Later, the author establishes an association between a vanishing potency and. God's increasing inaccessibility:
When will we see Him face to face?
Each day, He shines through darker glass.
.. . I see His vanishing
emblems, His white spire and flagpole sticking out above the fog. :. .

~pd ip. "Fqmth of July in Maine," the sexual fall of man is linked with a

kind of fall-hf God, as Lowell thinks of that distant time
v~-

when man, still licensed to increase,
unfallen and unmated, heard
only the uncreated Wordwhen God the Logos still had wit
to hide his bloody hands, and sit
in silence. . . .

...

?
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"The Opposite House" and "Central Park" continue to examine the im~
plications of this fall-fear ,and poverty, crime and- equally criminal authority. In the final poem, "Near the Ocean," Lowell explicitly enters the world
of human sexuality, which is by now fully charged with spiritual implications. It is not a pleasurable world, but rather one filleJI with Gorgon's head
(in Fr((,udian terms, a threat to 'potency) and abortions, murders and betra ,with "high delirious squalor." This dark vision of human love
ra leIs the darkness of a world without God; it is, in fact, part of this
arkness. When Lowell's lovers meet in the park, they find themselves ina
ter-starved ~asteland, with "all access barred with broken glass." With
,in nkind dp4en from Eden, from sexual innocence, even ,the '~darker glass"
through-Which God was dimly ~een in "Waking Early Sunday Morning"
is' now shattered.
~
"Near the Ocean" is notable not OIily for the brutally vivid imagery with
#
which Lowell presents a deso!ate reality, but also for the stanzaic' patterns
that effectively control and give definite form to the power and· violence of
the verse. Remarkably, the poet ~epends most-especially in the first, second, and fifth poems-on a stan~ c<?mposed of £o1.\r iambic.... tetrameter ----.
couplets. The m,olding o~this fonn, most obviously suited to light, witty
verse, to a grimly serious rpose, is analogous to Yeats's use of ottava rima .
for his most successf,ttlphi osophical poems. And, like Yeats, Lowell accomplishes this by fre~ u~ing half-rhymes and varying rhythmic units, so that
an apparently rigid pattern is transformed into a flexible me~ns of expression.
In addition to "Near the Ocean," Lowell's new book contains two other
original poems. "For Theodore Roethke," a fine tribute to the late poet,
and "1958." The rem~ining pieces are translations, or "imitations," Lowell's
term for recreating poems in a new language, transferring tone rather than
literal meaning. "The Vanity of Human Wishes" and three of Horace's
odes from the basis of the "Roman theme"; "Brunetto Latini,'? a translation
of the fifteenth canto of Dante's Inferno, and four poems l>y Quevedo and
Gongora, under the general title "The Ruins of Time," contribute to the
pervading sense of human futility. Here again, Lowell is remarkable.
Whether he is translating as literally as possible, as in the~~jse of Juven~l
o~ ~ante, or allowing himself great freedom, the pczems e.!h~rge '~ith fresh.
VItalIty; Lowell does not use borrowed phrases and dead language, he .
charges words with the energy of the true poem. One can perhaps best un- :.'
derstand the nature of this achievement by comparing Lowell's Dante to
the numerous translations available today; while other versions twist and

"

;

"
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tum passively
in an attempt to compromise with Dante's
language, Lowell's
1
,
verse is t<,>ugh and active,a counterpart to the original.
It is with "Brunetto Latini" that I would like to conclude. Near the
Ocean is beyond question a gloomy book, a perception of the futility of
human existence, of life filled with needless cruelty, terminated by death.
We are already in hell, Lowell intimates, and there is no real escape. ~nd
yet, the reader is by no means left with a sense of complete despair. The
very fact that the cry of pain can be mastered-can be given aesthetic fonn
by Lowell and the poets who have preceded him-is itself a kind of
triumph. But most'important is the figure created by Dante, recreated by
Lowell, Brunetto Latini. If there is indeed no escape from hell, here at
least is proof that hell can be borne with .dignity; and this is the greatest
-Karl MalkoH
triumph.
Karl M:dkoff is the author of a distinguished book on Theodore Roethke published
last year by Columbia University Press, He now teaches in the Department of English
at the City University of New York.
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